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There is no problem, only solutions.
- John Lennon

Abstract
Accidents statistics show that multiple-event accidents (MEAs) represent a
considerable and increasing proportion of all vehicle traffic accidents. MEAs
are characterized by having at least one vehicle subjected to more than one
harmful event. MEAs now comprise approximately 25% of all passenger
vehicle accidents. This thesis aims to make systematic progress towards
developing a vehicle Post Impact Control (PIC) function so as to avoid or
mitigate any secondary event in MEAs.
To characterize the vehicle motion control problems for PIC, a number
of MEAs from an accident database were analyzed. Post impact vehicle
dynamics were studied considering the overall accident scenarios of exemplar
cases. Reduction of kinetic energy and path lateral deviation were found to
be most critical and beneficial for the vehicles after impacts.
To understand the mechanism of influencing the post impact vehicle
path, numerical optimization was applied to minimize the maximum path
lateral deviation. It was found that effective control can be achieved across
a wide range of kinematic conditions, by switching between three substrategies established at vehicle body level. Results also showed that active
front-axle steering, in addition to individual-wheel braking, provides significant control benefits, although not for all post-impact kinematics.
For closed-loop design of the path control, a Quasi-Linear Optimal Controller (QLOC) was proposed and verified with the numerical optimization
results. The design method is novel – it well combines the linear co-states
dynamics and nonlinear constraints due to tyre friction limits. The algorithm was further adapted to penalize both longitudinal and lateral path
deviations, using a generalized cost function.
To verify the function with driver interaction, a number of exploratory
methods were investigated regarding the driver safety, as well as the capability and accuracy to reproduce the real-world post-impact vehicle kinematics.
A scheme of the function design for real-time implementation was proposed
and applied to the experiments in a driving simulator environment.
Keywords: Vehicle Dynamics, Optimization, Path Control, Post Impact,
Collision Avoidance, Multiple-Event Accidents, Accident Analysis.
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Part I
Introductory Chapters

Chapter 1
Overview
1.1

Research motivation

Vehicle traffic safety has been attracting considerable attention from all perspectives, given the continuing high numbers of accidents registered in road
traffic statistics. One type of accident is gradually increasing according to
the recent accident statistics: multiple-event accidents (MEAs) [1]. These
are characterized by having at least one vehicle subjected to more than one
harmful event, such as collision with another vehicle or object. Statistics
show that MEAs comprise approximately 25% of all passenger vehicle accidents [2–4]; in particular, two-impact accidents account for about 70% of
all planar MEAs which have no roll-over [3, 5, 6]; and human injury levels
in MEAs are higher than in single-event accidents (SEAs), with more than
one third of accidents with severe (i.e. AIS3+) injuries being MEAs [3,4,7].
Studies on more recent accident statistics show that MEAs have a threefold risk for severe and four-fold risk for fatal injury compared to SEAs;
on average, 50% of all passenger vehicles suffering MEAs have the severe
injuries sustained in one or several subsequent impacts [6].
The research motivation is hereby the following real-world problem: Vehicles and human beings are subjected to more than one hazardous event in
the traffic accidents.

1.2

Research question

The concerns arising around vehicle and traffic safety, actively incorporate
relevant research in academia while also propelling safety systems development in the automotive industry. Nowadays, vehicle safety systems are
widely categorized as preventive systems which aim to prevent the imminent crashes; and protective systems which protect the human beings by
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reducing injuries.
In the recent decades, various vehicle dynamics control functions have
been widely industrialized as active safety systems on-board that have substantially contributed to the reduction of injuries and damage in traffic accidents. The most relevant one connected to the MEAs problem described
above is the Electronic Stability Control (ESC) system; this functionality is
being continuously improved by several added-valued features, e.g. rear-axle
side-slip control, roll-over mitigation, trailer sway control [8] etc. Although
there exist numerous names and versions of ESC algorithms on the market,
the fundamental principle is mostly the same: deduce and follow the driver’s
intended yaw rate within the limits of various stability criteria [9–13], by
active braking and steering which re-distributes the tyre longitudinal and
lateral forces, so as to improve vehicle handling performance near the limit
of tyre-road adhesion.
On-track tests and accident statistics show that ESC can effectively
stabilize the vehicle yaw instability due to external disturbances of low amplitudes, e.g. aggressive driver manoeuvres, side-winds and uneven tyre
friction. A general figure of ESC effectiveness summarized from the accident studies by Linder et al. is around 20-50%, which largely depends on
vehicle type, injury severity level, type of accident, road conditions etc [14].
Considering the most ESC-pertinent types of accidents, it was estimated
that about 35% less risk is expected for cars getting into serious accidents
when equipped with ESC, compared with the ones without ESC [15]. A
literature review by Ferguson came to the conclusion that in the USA, fatal
single-vehicle crashes involving cars are reduced by about 30-50% and SUV
by 50-70%. Fatal rollover crashes are estimated to be about 70-90% lower
with ESC regardless of vehicle type. There is little or no effect of ESC in all
multi-vehicle crashes [16]. Generally, ESC effectiveness is seen as improved
when the road condition is slippery [16].
However, there is no evidence indicating that current ESC systems can
handle relatively high amplitudes of disturbances, such as an impact, onto
the car body. Firstly, during the impact, the sensors signals could be implausible due to high accelerations and velocities, in which case ESC could
be deactivated. Secondly, after the impact, the vehicle is exposed to violent
spinning and skidding motions which are likely to be beyond the efficient
operation range designed by current ESC algorithms. In most cases, even
if the stabilization can eventually be achieved, it takes too much time and
space so that the probability of a secondary event is hardly lowered [17].
Thirdly, the main reference of ESC interventions is derived from the driver,
who is possibly unable to act correctly to accomplish a successful avoidance

2
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manoeuvre during and after the impact1 .
The research question that appears is: How to control the post impact
vehicle motion in order to avoid or mitigate the secondary events in multipleevent accidents?

1.3

Research scope

The present research aims to provide a new active safety function that
controls the post impact vehicle motions for avoiding or mitigating the secondary events in MEAs, named Post Impact Control (PIC) below. Here
secondary can be a general term that defines the event directly following
a primary impact in MEAs. The function is envisioned to be triggered by
traditional sensors for passive safety systems such as airbags. The traditional chassis actuators, i.e. individual wheel brakes and active front axle
steering are considered. The environment sensors on the current generation
of active safety systems, e.g. radar and camera used by Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) are also considered as suitable, although not strictly
necessary for a PIC function. Figure 1.1 illustrates a PIC-relevant car in
a typical MEA scenario at an intersection; the host car is struck laterally
by a bullet car whereafter its dynamics become disturbed and it runs into
the guardrail on the roadside. The vehicle post-impact states are also highlighted in the figure. Here PIC-relevant is defined as: positive safety benefit
is foreseen with the interventions of post impact vehicle control.
The well-known Haddon’s Matrix gives the human injury reduction in
the presence of the potential hazards over one entire accident [18]. It interprets the different roles of various vehicle safety systems, driver and environment, in order to prevent or attenuate the harm occurring at each phase
of the accident. Here the matrix is populated with the up-to-date systems
and slightly extended for PIC function, see Figure 1.2. It implies that after
the initial impact, apart from protecting occupants by deploying passive
safety systems, active vehicle control such as PIC systems could also be
triggered. The inevitability level for the subsequent collision increases from
left to right as the accident evolves.
One initial thought about post impact control is to simultaneously apply ABS-braking or partial braking on all four wheels, generally named
Post Impact Braking (PIB). This type of secondary collision brake assist
systems is now emerging on the market [19–21]. PIB autonomously reduces
the vehicle longitudinal speed significantly with relatively low requirement
1

In this thesis, these three words are the same and thus inter-changeable: impact,
collision, crash, which are adopted according the terminology of different topics in the
traffic safety research fields.
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࣒ሶ۾۷ ࢠ

Bullet Vehicle
࢟

Host Vehicle
ࢼ۾۷

࢜۾۷

࢞

Post Impact path

Figure 1.1: PIC-relevant car involved in a MEA. (vPI : post-impact velocity,
ψ̇PI : post-impact yaw rate, βPI : post-impact side slip angle.)
on the sensors; on the other hand, other potential hazards remain, e.g. collision from behind and deviation from the original lane. In general it is a
complex problem to determine the exact hazard function which can well
describe the crash risk and severity to be minimized by PIC function. This
largely depends on the information of road geometry and traffic situation
that should be continuously updated using certain environment sensing and
telematics systems. Whereas the on-line estimation of such hazard function
is left outside the scope of this thesis, PIC aims to minimize the crash risk
based on the prescribed cost functions of the foreseen collision risks. In
this context, one variant of PIC function in particular is to tackle vehicle
directional control problems after the initial impact; it can be referred to
as Post Impact Stability Control (PISC). Here Stability is used in a general
way; it does not only mean to stabilize the velocities, but also to achieve
preferable displacements and orientations which would eventually influence
the probabilities of secondary events.
Statistics about vehicle dynamic states after impacts are not found in
any published study of accident databases; therefore in-depth, even if not
exhaustive, accident analysis can be an invaluable first step, so as to identify
the cars with potential to gain safety benefits from PIC. Based on the real-
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Figure 1.2: Extended Haddon’s matrix, describing different roles in multipleevent accidents.
world crash scenarios found in accidents studies, the method to predict
the benefit and risk of PIC can be constructed. Vehicle dynamics control
algorithms can thus be designed according to the real-world requirements
attributed to the mitigation of secondary events. Verification of the PIC
function appears to be a challenge concerning both the driver interaction
and vehicle actuators.

1.4

Research limitations

The subjects which are closely related to the PIC function development but
not covered in the present research work are:
• Algorithms for impact detection, verification and characterization.
That is to say, the threat assessment and decision-making issues are
not studied. However, the PIC function in this thesis decides the impact detectability based on the capabilities of state-of-art crash and
vehicle dynamics sensor technologies, and provides the specification
of certain quantities which need to be characterized for properly triggering the controller.
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• Algorithms for signal processing, e.g. state and parameter measurement and estimation. To achieve the optimal solution using the PIC
function proposed in this thesis, certain parameters (road friction,
road geometry, obstacle characteristics etc.) and vehicle dynamics
states (yaw rate, yaw angle, side slip angle etc.) should either be
measured or estimated in real time.
• Complete statistical study on the safety benefit and risk of PIC function, in terms of financial cost to the whole of society. This especially
requires a comprehensive probabilistic approach to define the traffic
environment, e.g. weather, time of the day, oncoming/following traffic, position and property of other obstacles etc. These confounding
factors will affect not only the PIC-relevant cars but also the third
parties involved.
• One large population, the cars involved in single-event accidents are
not studied in this thesis. This population would determine some
possible risks, such as hit by a car from behind, caused by the PIC
intervention assuming the exact scene which existed in the real accident. On the other hand, the single-event cars might have been
exposed to multiple-event accidents given other traffic environment
and road conditions etc, and hence would gain potential benefits if
PIC was activated on the scene.
• The controller design and its benefit prediction are based on the assumptions: brake and steer actuators continue to work normally after
the initial impact; no malfunction occurs in the sensors used by PIC;
no significant deformations occur in the vehicle body that the vehicle
static weight distribution remains at its nominal value. This implies
that the proposed function can be firstly applicable to the cars which
were not involved in major damage after the first impact.
• Interaction between the controller and driver, e.g. driver overriding.
Here it is assumed that driver hardly applies correct control to the
steering and braking in the presence of relatively large disturbances,
as following an external impact to the car body, i.e. autonomous
vehicle actions are assumed for some seconds immediately after the
first impact. Nevertheless, in reality, it is also possible that the driver
would act to control the actuators him/herself.
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1.5

Scientific contribution of this thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are in short:
• An in-depth analysis is conducted in an accident database: cars which
have potential to gain safety benefits from PIC are identified; several
representative accident cases are selected; post impact vehicle dynamics are analyzed via case-to-case study considering the overall accident
scenario; benefit measures with respect to the vehicle dynamic states
are determined for each case; it is found that reduction of kinetic energy and path lateral deviation would be beneficial under most post
impact circumstances. See Paper A.
• A trajectory optimization scheme is developed to investigate the capability of influencing vehicle path after the first impact. The path
control aims to minimize the maximum path lateral deviation using
individual friction brakes at the four wheels. It is found that effective
control across the very wide range of post impact kinematics can be
significantly achieved by switching between three sub-strategies established on vehicle body level. There exists distinct discontinuities in
the optimal response that multiple equilibria are found on the phase
plane of dynamic states. The resulting interventions are found to be
qualitatively different to classical ESC systems, and also to interventions proposed in other studies on post impact control which prioritize
the minimization of any large post impact yaw rate. See Paper B.
• The potential benefits for reducing path lateral deviation are examined given the additional control of front axle steering angle, apart
from individual wheel braking. The method of numerical optimization is adapted to determine the optimal controls for both actuator
configurations. It is found that steering provides significant control
benefits, though not for all post-impact kinematics. When steering
is available, there exists an expanded range of kinematic conditions
for which coupled control of yaw moments and lateral forces is the
most effective control strategy. The sensitivity of vehicle response to
the individual actuator controls is studied; it reveals this sensitivity is
related to the actuator bandwidth and the lack of any dynamic cost
in the longitudinal direction. This also motivates the further analysis including both the longitudinal and lateral dynamics in the cost
function. See Paper E.
• A quasi-linear optimal controller (QLOC) is proposed to minimize
the path lateral deviation provided the vehicle instability is suitably
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bounded. The control performance compares favourably to the openloop numerical optimization results. It uses optimal control theory
to provide a semi-explicit solution of the path lateral control problem
which includes the trade-off between global lateral force and yaw moment. The controller design method is novel in that it overcomes the
limitations of applying model predictive control due to the nonlinearities of vehicle dynamics. It can be expected that the controller is also
suitable to control vehicle path in other limit-handling circumstances,
e.g. in crash-imminent scenarios to assist the driver to avoid collision.
The applicability and robustness of QLOC is further confirmed by the
design of a more computationally efficient control algorithm, and by
testing on an independent high fidelity multi-body vehicle model. See
Paper C and Paper F.
• A post impact path controller that incorporates the three sub-strategies
for minimizing path lateral deviation is presented. It is also shown
that friction adaptation may be implemented in a very efficient manner; the controller deals with different levels of road friction by scaling the dynamic variables from a fixed reference level. This approach
provides an algorithm for adapting switching thresholds between the
different components of the controller. It is verified that the controller
can deal with a wide range of kinematics at different values of road
friction. See Paper D.
• The crash risk for secondary collisions is formulated via a general cost
function and an optimal controller is developed to minimize the prescribed cost. The cost function may penalize both longitudinal and
lateral deviations from the point of initial impact, and is assumed to
be a time-integrated quadratic function of position. For closed-loop
implementation this formulation is further approximated using a simple terminal velocity cost, the direction of which represents predicted
locations of maximum risk. A six-state quasi-linear path controller
is developed using nonlinear optimal control theory; the controller is
tested in example cases, verifying approximate equivalency between
cost functions and satisfactory control performance compared with
independent open-loop numerical optimizations. See Paper G.
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1.6

Thesis outline

Part I serves as a résumé of this thesis. Chapter 1 mainly provides the
background of this research work and deduces the research scope. A review
of research related to post impact vehicle control is covered in Chapter 2, in
terms of accident statistics, controller design and effectiveness evaluation.
Chapter 3 summarizes the results from analysis of the German In-depth
Accident Database, where the post impact vehicle dynamics problems are
revealed and requirements on the control design are presented. The capability for reducing the post impact vehicle path lateral deviation from the
original lane is investigated in Chapter 4; numerical trajectory optimization
methods are applied to determine the optimal individual wheel brake and
front axle steer control sequences, over a wide range of post impact vehicle
kinematic conditions; a general form of the cost function with respect to the
expected crash risk and severity is proposed. In Chapter 5, the design of
a closed-loop algorithm for path lateral control is discussed; it involves the
coupled control employing global lateral force and yaw moment simultaneously; an extended algorithm which considers both the vehicle longitudinal
and lateral motions is also introduced. Based on the PIC-relevant cases
found via accident analysis, several PIC function verification methods for
driver interaction are investigated, see Chapter 6; a scheme of the function design for real-time implementation is discussed. Finally, Chapter 7
closes Part I with the conclusions and recommendations for future work.
Complete versions of the papers discussed in the résumé are appended in
Part II.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Post impact vehicle dynamics control is found to be a rarely considered
research field. However, in spite of the sparse literature, a number of papers have made progress with respect to accident statistics, control function
design and evaluation methods of function effectiveness.

2.1

Statistics of multiple-event accidents

NASS-CDS (National Automotive Sampling System - Crashworthiness Data
System) data from 1988 through 2004 show that every year in the USA,
about 2.9 million light passenger vehicles are involved in tow-away crashes
annually. Approximately 31% of these vehicles have at least one additional
harmful event following the initial collision and the risks of both injury and
fatality increase with the number of collision events [7].
Similar results were found by accident studies using other databases, e.g.
Co-operative Crash Injury Study (CCIS) in UK (1992-2000) [3,22] and German In-Depth Accident Study (GIDAS) (1996-2000) collaborated between
Medical University of Hannover and Technical University of Dresden; the
proportions of MEAs were found to be 29.0% and 26.5% respectively for
CCIS and GIDAS full-span dataset [23–25]. An accident analysis performed
by the German Insurance Association additionally confirms that a vehicle
involved in a light impact (e.g. the collisions with impact forces under certain thresholds) is more likely to experience a severe secondary collision,
and about 33% of all accidents with severe injuries consist of MEAs [4].
The more severe the injury, the higher the share of MEAs [3]. It was also
found that the probability and severity of a roll-over event is much higher as
a consequence of initial impacts in MEAs, rather than as an isolated event
in SEAs [26].
Furthermore, in order to understand how much benefit could be gained
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by avoiding one or several subsequent impacts, the injury should be broken down into each event, apart from being treated as a total measure
per accident. Specifically, in-depth accident analysis shows that approximately 50% of all MEAs-experienced passenger vehicles have the severe
(i.e. AIS3+) injuries sustained in one or several subsequent impacts [6].
Other research work into the injuries sustained per impact during MEAs
also concluded with similar statement although without giving a statically
aggregated quantity [5, 27]. Nevertheless, these injury cost quantifications
do not count the vehicle and passenger involved in such MEAs but with
only one collision of its own; this means the injuries of a third party in each
MEA are not studied in these MEAs analysis. This implies that it would be
conservative to predict the benefits merely gained by the host vehicle which
avoids or mitigates one or several subsequent impacts, since the benefits
for third parties are not counted. This would require an “injury” measure
which can be a sum of the injuries and damage for several involved parties,
for instance “functional years lost” [28].
Above all, these studies mostly expressed the percentage of Multiple
Event Accidents in one dimension, i.e. impact type, or in two dimensions,
i.e. impact type and Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (MAIS), which are
commonly used to evaluate the passive safety systems. Except for the speed
difference of collision partners (∆v) used by Jing et al. [29] and Häussler et
al. [30], none of the other studies above conducted the analysis concerning
active safety systems design, i.e. no filtering of MEAs in terms of vehicle
dynamics variables was considered.

2.2

PIC-relevant functions

Post Impact Control functions are to be considered closely related to the
well-known vehicle dynamics control functions whose reference signals are
mainly based on driver inputs, e.g. [13, 31]. In the recent decades, the
rapid progress in sensing technology and its applications in the automotive industry has enabled the development of active safety systems which
rely on information about the surroundings. These systems, in addition
to driver inputs, start to derive the control reference from the road geometry and traffic scenarios, and apply control of the vehicle motion in the
road coordinate system. Typical systems emerging on the market nowadays are Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB), Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Lane Keep Assist System (LKAS), City Safety r etc., which
are usually categorized as Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS).
Also popularly investigated in academia are the lane-tracking and stability
controllers especially for autonomous driving at limit-handling conditions,
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e.g. [32–40], where high side-slip drifting dynamics and techniques are thoroughly analyzed; and collision avoidance systems during lane-changing and
cornering manoeuvres for everyday driving have been extensively studied in
e.g. [41–45].
As a pioneer to industrialize a PIC-relevant safety system, Robert Bosch
GmbH invented the Secondary Collision Mitigation (SCM) system [19, 30]
which automatically decelerates the host vehicle after an initial collision. It
is designed by networking the airbag control unit with an ESC function,
so that a secondary collision can be prevented or mitigated; SCM function
retrieves information from the airbag system to calculate that an impact of
a certain violence level has taken place and requests braking deceleration.
This request is then sent to the ESC control unit which commands automatic braking using the Anti-lock Brake System (ABS). Further in [30],
Häussler et al. demonstrated the potential benefits of SCM by simulation
and real driving test on low friction road, where abrupt steering intervention and impulse from a steam rocket was respectively used to disturb the
vehicle with the driver in the loop.
Salfeld et al. proposed a yaw moment optimization algorithm in order to
reduce yaw rate in various skidding and spinning motions, via controls of the
individual wheel brake slip and front axle steering angles [46, 47]. In [48], a
nonlinear predictive controller was designed using the information given by
a lane detection system instead of the driver steering angle; the controller
uses active front steering actuator to correct the driver steering inputs that
are improper under adverse driving situations, e.g. abrupt changes in road
friction during cornering; it not only stabilizes the vehicle yaw motion and
side slip angle but also the lateral motion with respect to the driving lane.
A vehicle collision model was developed by Jing et al. to characterize
vehicle motions due to a light impact [49] and a crash sensing and validation scheme was proposed to activate the controller [7]. One stabilization
controller which consists of an MPC-based supervisory stage, an intermediate stage for optimal control allocation, and wheel slip ratio tracking at
the actuator stage, was developed to attenuate excessive vehicle yaw rate
via differential braking. The overall system was evaluated in CarSim r [50]
simulation model under a set of angled rear-end impacts [7]; its path control was achieved by first recovering stability and then allowing the driver
to steer back to the road center.
Pettersson and Tidholm developed a stability controller assist driver
to prevent a car from skidding in light side collisions [51]. It activates at
slight lateral acceleration and vehicle speed, by proportional one-side braking to correct the errors of yaw rate and lateral acceleration, and by using
proportional-derivative steering wheel torque superimposition to correct the
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side slip error. Several cross-wind and side impact conditions were modeled
to evaluate the controller in the driving simulator at Chalmers. Improvements from the original ESC controller in the simulator were presented in
terms of less lateral displacement and yaw rate deviations, as well as better
driver experience.
In the California PATH program [52], Tan and Chan also considered
that a minor collision will not disable the actuators of a vehicle, and that a
strategy of controlling the vehicle trajectories would mitigate the accident
consequences significantly. There a feedback steering controller was developed using a linear model of the vehicle lateral dynamics; this controls the
lateral displacement and yaw angle simultaneously by looking ahead on a
straight or a curved path, where the controller parameters are tuned for
specific vehicle models based on the calculated bounds of resulting lateral
displacements. The post impact initial conditions were nevertheless limited
to very mild cases, considering only rear-end collisions with small offsets.

2.3

Methods for ESC benefit evaluation

As mentioned above, Electronic Stability Control (ESC) system is pertinent
to post impact control and its benefit evaluation methods have been well
developed by both automotive industry and academia. Hence, a study on
these methods may very well provide hints about how to predict the safety
benefits of the PIC systems.
Since the implementation of ESC on the passenger cars in 1995, there
have been numerous investigations about its benefit evaluation methods.
Generally, the main scientific tools for the evaluation are: Field Operational
Tests (FOTs) via naturalistic driving study [53, 54], driving simulator [51],
simulations in Personal Computer (PC) using computational vehicle and
driver model [55], on-track vehicle testing [56, 57], and last but not least,
accident analysis [15, 16].
• For the simulation-based methods, one attempt was initialized to estimate the ESC efficiency after an initial collision in MEAs [51, 55].
A generic set of light side collisions were introduced at the height
of mass centre. A pass/fail criterion on path lateral deviation was
adopted both in the PC and driving simulator environment.
• FOTs collect a large amount of videos and vehicle kinematics data
logged from highly capable instrumentation systems. Apart from the
data that normally appear in an epidemiological accident database,
video and electronic data of driver and vehicle performance are stored
and classified by pre-event manoeuvre, precipitating factor, event type,
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contributing factors, and avoidance manoeuvre exhibited [53]. Parameters such as vehicle speed, vehicle headway, time-to-collision, and
driver reaction time are also recorded. The primary goal is: to provide
vital exposure and pre-crash data necessary for understanding causes
of crashes, supporting the development and refinement of crash avoidance countermeasures, and estimating the potential of these countermeasures to reduce crashes and their consequences. In the 100-Car
Naturalistic Study, data was collected during about 12 months on 100
cars, 82 crashes occurred and 69 of them have complete data recorded.
• On-track vehicle testing are mainly used by governmental authorities
e.g. NHTSA, EuroNCAP, USNCAP and automobile manufacturers
to set or satisfy the industrial standard for ESC-pertinent products.
NHTSA investigated 12 manoeuvres with 12 steering combinations,
such as J-turn, Fishhook, Pulse Steer, Sine Steer, Sine with Dwell,
Yaw Acceleration Steering Reversal and so forth [56]. The performance evaluation criteria, sorted as the pass/fail method, usually
have the benefit measures being yaw rate and lateral displacement
at certain predefined time instant during one manoeuvre. However,
these existing manoeuvres appear to be hardly able to cover all the
types of vehicle motions that usually occur after the initial impacts in
typical MEAs.
• In accident analysis, although different researchers used different definitions of benefit from a statistical point of view, loss of stability accidents were widely used as the base to perform the evaluation of ESC
systems on-board. A popular benefit quantification formula is the division of two ratios: the enumerator is the ratio between the number
of case crashes and the number of control crashes for vehicles with
ESC; the denominator is the corresponding ratio for vehicles without
ESC [16]. The case crash is referred as the ESC-relevant crashes in
which ESC is expected to be effective, whereas the control crash is
referred as the ESC-irrelevant crashes in which ESC is expected to
have no effect. Single-vehicle crashes or some subsets of those (e.g.
loss of control) are often treated as “Cases”. “Controls” vary among
studies that rear-end crashes, multi-vehicle crashes and a combination of crash types are mostly assigned [16]. The critical aspect of
this method is to select cars that are identical in every other factor,
but are only different in the presence or absence of ESC [15]. This
is in reality very complicated since a lot of confounding factors exist,
for instance, accident year span, car model year, where and how much
the vehicles are driven, driver gender and age, driver driving habits
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and physical conditions, ESC algorithms, and indirect influence from
other safety systems on-board [16].
Above all, in the simulations and on-track vehicle testing, the criteria
concerning certain vehicle dynamics variables of the ESC-host vehicle are
used as benefit measures; while in accident analysis and FOTs studies, the
human injury and vehicle damage per crash are mostly investigated. A
direct linkage between these two types of quantities, which needs the information about accident scenes and their probabilities, is not found in any
literature.
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Chapter 3
Vehicle Dynamics after
Impacts
3.1

Driver reactions after impacts

In everyday driving, the driver plays the leading role in controlling the vehicle motions in most contexts. In order to fully understand the pre-crash,
crash and post-crash vehicle dynamics, apart from validated vehicle models, driver models are apparently of critical importance. As known, the
driving behaviors at various crash-imminent events have been popularly
studied previously, although well-adapted driver simulation models were
hardly found [58]. Nevertheless, the knowledge about driver response immediately after crashes is rather limited due to the lack of information from
accident databases. Drivers who are involved in accidents usually can not
accurately remember what had occurred because of disorientation, panic
and injuries. Hence, the good-quality data logged from naturalistic driving
in FOTs projects are certainly of interests. However, the data analysis work
is mostly focused on the evaluation and development of various informatics
systems as the countermeasures to driver distraction and inattention, e.g. in
the 100-Car study [53]; there the crash occurrence is so rare and minor that
nearly no secondary impacts were recorded. Dozza has recently studied the
factors that influence driver response time for evasive manoeuvres in realworld traffic, using the public 100-car and 8-truck naturalistic data from
Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) [59]; it shows even if the
driver was able to see the hazard within his/her scope, the mean response
time for car drivers there is 1.45 s, where lateral manoeuvres (steering) usually take extra 0.3 s more than longitudinal manoeuvres (braking). This
result is found to be consistent to the ones discussed in [60].
In other studies, simulator tests were carried out where unprepared
drivers were subjected to a simulated sudden side impact. Pettersson and
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Tidholm found that driver response time can be as fast as 0.5 s there, and
usually steering comes first before applying any brakes [51]. This might be
because steering is relatively an easier task than braking; inertia forces due
to impact could make it hard for the driver to responsively move foot from
acceleration pedal to brake pedal. Here, in contrast to the results in [59]
and [60], in simulator test the hazard is invisible and thus not sensed by
the driver until the host vehicle is disturbed by the external impact; this
may explain the immediate steering response by the driver in order to regain control of the vehicle as quickly as possible. Similar results were found
in the work by Kusachov and Mouatamid, where the shortest steering response time was achieved by professional test drivers from the automotive
industry [61]. Intuitively speaking, impact scenarios in a driving simulator can be easier for humans to handle than the real accident scenarios in
which driver can become more disoriented, panicking or even unconscious,
especially when the initial impact is so severe that airbag gets deployed.
This will prolong driver reaction time with an unknown time delay, concerning the response selection and programming phase [60]. Under these
circumstances, it is very possible that the driver will take none or incorrect actions in vehicle motion control. Further, on-track driving tests have
revealed severe problems of incorrect actions even if the disturbances are
slight, for instance, with abrupt steering intervention as “disturbance”; it
was found that in the test, acceleration pedals were incorrectly pressed by
most drivers [30].

3.2

Accident reconstruction

Above all, nowadays in-depth accident study is still the most popular approach to understand the causes of crashes. In the normal practice of accident analysis work, the subject vehicles trajectories are reconstructed so
that they closely match the most important references, such as a sketch of
accident scene with road layout, traffic situation, vehicle damage and especially brake marks. In this way, one can as well infer the driver reaction
along with the sequence of an accident.
How to connect a sophisticated vehicle simulation model and a wellvalidated collision model is of key importance in order to accomplish the
reconstruction properly. Numerous vehicle dynamics models [62, 63] and
commercial software such as veDYNAr , CarSim r , Dymola r with vehicle
dynamics library, CarMaker r , ADAMS/Car r etc. are well developed for
simulating vehicle motions in normal driving or during light disturbances,
e.g. aggressive driver manoeuvre, cross-wind. Various computational models were also invented to simulate the vehicle collision mechanics and dy-
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namics, for instance PC-Crash r using momentum conservation law [64,65],
Newton’s equations of motion correlating momentum with impulse [66],
Brach’s model with added tyre forces during light collisions [49] etc.; these
models have different strengths and weaknesses concerning the trade-off between complexity and accuracy [67]. The accident reconstruction models
are progressively being improved in order to take best account of both aspects: vehicle dynamics and collision mechanics. Previously, these models
were poor in modeling the vehicle dynamics especially for pre-impact and
post-impact motions, but focus more on the collision mechanics during impact. This weakness has been overcome recently by the implementations of
more degrees of freedom vehicle model, tyre model, driver actions such as
pre-impact braking, acceleration and steering etc. [68]. The enhanced reconstruction software used there, i.e. PC-Crash r , has been tested in analyzing
the accidents in the GIDAS database [69] during the past decade.
Hereby, in order to discover the dominating vehicle dynamics problems
after impacts, the reconstruction data in GIDAS during July 1999 to June
2007 were analyzed. This includes reconstructed motions of 14600 passenger cars which correspond to 10200 accidents with at least one passenger
car involved. Via filtering through a selected set of search criteria, cars
which have potentials to gain safety benefits from PIC were identified. Furthermore, they were categorized and prioritized so that the representative
cases were selected, whose post impact initial kinematics conditions were
exported to the case-by-case simulations, see Paper A. The contents and
updates of Paper A are briefly highlighted in the following section.
Figure 3.1 illustrates a scheme to predict the benefit of PIC system, by
combining the results from accident analysis and vehicle dynamics simulations.

3.3

PIC-relevant cars in real-world accidents

As stated in the Research Scope, PIC-relevant is defined as that the host
car of PIC function could expect positive safety benefits in multiple-event
accidents. Accident analysis of these PIC-relevant cars, concerning both
post impact vehicle dynamics and environmental factors was conducted in
three steps below:
Identification Several search criteria are applied to identify the PICrelevant cars. The criteria mostly consider the properties of vehicle
stability control systems, including sensor and actuator capabilities,
e.g. 1st impact is strong enough to be detected and the time to 2nd
event is long enough compared to the actuator time delay. 995 cars
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Figure 3.1: Methodology proposed for PIC benefit prediction.
are thus identified as PIC-relevant. If two of the criteria, i.e. sufficient dynamics (v0 > 15km/h) and potential benefit (vPI > 20km/h),
are relaxed in order to include the PIB-relevant cars apart from the
PISC-relevant ones in Paper A, the number of cars thus increases
from 995 to 1063. Note that technology advances in braking and
steering systems will certainly require updates on the search criteria
used here, so that the number of cars that would benefit from PIC
systems may increase.
Categorization The main challenge to categorize the relevant cars above
was to determine the critical parameters which can together describe a
post impact accident (i.e. case) scenario involving a PIC-relevant car
and the values of these parameters are in good quality in the GIDAS
database. In the end, post impact velocity, post impact yaw rate, post
impact side slip, impact area, road type and traffic scenario/road layout were selected as the key factors. Post impact side slip angle is
not provided in GIDAS, however an approximate method is found
to estimate this angle from other three given quantities, and this estimation is verified by the reconstruction of sample cases [70]. At
categorization, it was additionally considered that for cases where the
post impact yaw rate is too high (ψ̇PI > 150◦ /s) for using steering actuators alone, further use of the brake actuators is expected to help;
this would then tighten the criterion: time to 2nd event, to be bigger
than 0.6 s and thus the number of PISC-relevant cars was reduced
from 995 to 944. This number corresponds to 0.14 million accidents
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which could be affected in Germany during the aforementioned eight
years.

Prioritization The combined frequency considering the five key characteristics factors above was calculated, so that 14 representative chromosomes 1 were prioritized. Within each chromosome group, one or two
typical accidents were selected after scrutinizing additional database
documents, e.g. photos, sketches, descriptions etc. In the end, the
accident data of 17 type cases were collected for benefit prediction via
the simulations.

Figure 3.2 shows the problem space 2 of the PIC-relevant cars, expressed
as the properties of 1st impacts. Note that the total number of cases here
is less than 1063, because several irrational cases recorded by the GIDAS
data are washed out, e.g. an impact can not happen to the front part of the
car but with impact angle as 30◦ . This picture shows that the 1st impacts
of most MEAs occurred to the frontal of car body, or to the side from the
front direction.
Figure 3.3 shows the problem space of the PIC-relevant cars, expressed
as the post impact vehicle dynamics variables: yaw rate and side slip angle
at CG. In [67, 70], the plots for the third dimension, i.e. post impact speed
(vPI ), show that the dominant speed range is 20 − 80 km/h. The histogram
in Figure 3.3 for PIC-relevant cars, shows the same pattern as the one
previously found for PISC-relevant cars [67]: post impact yaw rates and
side slip angles appear more near the low-amplitude regions, however the
number of high-amplitude ones is not insignificant. It is also interesting to
note that the cars were more exposed to negative yaw rates and negative side
slip angles than the positive ones, which implies that the initial impulses
more frequently occurred to the left-front part on the car body. This might
be because of the right-hand traffic rule in Germany that vehicles are more
easily hit by other vehicles from rear or on-coming ones from the left.

1

“Chromosome” is a term borrowed from gene terminology, since one representative
scenario characterized by several factors is like a chromosome described by DNA.
2
A real-world problem can be described in several dimensions. The space spanned
by these dimensions is called a “problem space”. Here for avoiding secondary events,
the problem space can be spanned of, for instance, 1st impact properties, post-impact
vehicle kinematics, road friction, driver reaction time, distance to road edge etc.
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Figure 3.2: Problem space - expressed in 1st impact quantities [70]. The
two large red dots represent Case 1 (forward) and Case 3 (behind) in Paper
B.

3.4

Phase portrait and bifurcation characteristics

As shown in the post-impact problem space above, the vehicle would be
placed at various positions in the state space after external impacts. It
is interesting to visualize the vehicle system response on the phase plane.
Hence, the vehicle side slip and yaw rate (β, ψ̇) phase portraits are obtained
by simulating a nonlinear 3-DOF vehicle model [71] at a fixed road wheel
steer angle at the front axle δf . These nullclines are different from the
normally defined phase portraits where longitudinal dynamics would not
be considered. Here the vehicle initial speed is specified at 80 km/h, and
initial yaw angles are determined by initial yaw rates which are assumed
being linearly extrapolated from zero at the pre-impact instant. The post
impact vehicle stability characteristics without active control can thus be
illustrated.
Figure 3.4(a) below shows the fact that state trajectories in the neighborhood of the stable node (0, 0) are attracted; while the states initiated
outside the separatrix which divides the stable and unstable region on phase
plane, will diverge away to infinity. This system behavior forms an unsta-
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Figure 3.3: Problem space - expressed in post 1st impact quantities [70].
(PIYR: post impact yaw rate, PISSA: post impact side slip angle.)

ble saddle point respectively at 2nd and 4th quadrant which represent a
left-handed and right-handed drift equilibrium (red dots in Figure 3.4(a)),
i.e. no state converges to this equilibrium which actually corresponds to the
steady state cornering condition associated with drifting manoeuvre commonly used by racing drivers [35]. However, as the constant road wheel
angle is progressively increased in either positive or negative direction, the
stable node migrates towards one of the saddle points and finally annihilate
each other; simultaneously the other saddle point moves away from the yaxis, see one example in Figure 3.4(b). Considering δf as one parameter of
the studied system, the qualitative change of equilibria positions and properties is usually called bifurcation and more specifically in our case here,
“saddle-node bifurcation”.
The analysis above clearly shows that the nonlinear vehicle system can
end up in the unstable region after impacts. The instability property is
so sensitive to road wheel steer angles that it becomes even more difficult
to control the vehicle if the wheels are steered to a wrong angle. In the
emergency situation immediately after sudden impacts, drivers may tend
to over-correct the steering wheel [30, 61]; thus the stable node disappears
and the vehicle falls into the “black hole” of considerable side slip due to
the bifurcation phenomenon. For instance, in Figure 3.4(b), the nullcline
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Figure 3.4: Phase portraits on low-friction surface. Red circles represent
the post-impact initial states expressed as (β0 , ψ̇0 ). v0 = 80 km/h. Black
arrows show the gradients of state trajectories near equilibria.

starting from (-30, -30) in the phase plane, approaches but not resides at
the (0,0) point; instead it diverges with positive yaw and negative side slip
due to the positive steer angle which stays longer time than it should be.
On the other hand, it is expected that certain feedback control algorithms will be able to expand the stable region. Nevertheless, usually brake
and steer actuators have limits to generate fast and sufficient forces and
moments. Hence there can be some post-impact kinematics which can not
be stabilized in time, especially before the vehicle would have already left
the safe zone, e.g. original travelling lane. To prevent the secondary collisions, the conventional concept of stabilization may thus be not the most
effective countermeasure as the top control demand in the post impact control architecture; path control at the tyre limits appears to be more directly
associated to the safety benefit of PIC system. Chapter 4 and Paper B have
presented an example of how to obtain and to analyze the optimized path
control sequences on phase plane, where three sub-strategies for minimizing
the vehicle path lateral deviation were identified.

3.5

Case-by-case analysis

Having identified the representative cases, the vehicle dynamics after impacts were then analyzed via case-by-case simulations using a 3-DOF vehicle
model. One on-market sedan model was chosen as the research vehicle to
predict the benefit of PIC system, rather than copying the actual vehicles
involved in each accident recorded by GIDAS. This research vehicle is considered as the representative of the future PIC function-host cars. It is
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assumed that if this car was subjected to similar circumstances as the accident car, it would reach the same post-impact initial kinematics in the same
recorded accident scenario. This approach of capturing the key information
for post impact vehicle dynamics simulations is denoted as information extract phase in Figure 3.1 above. The comparison with and without PIC is
thus expected to reflect the real-world safety benefits of the host vehicle.
Two simple PIC algorithms were developed for applying the methodology
as a first trial: (i) ESC-like one-side differential braking that corrects the errors of yaw rate and side slip angle; (ii) lock-front-axle braking that reduces
front cornering stiffness and thus attenuates the oversteer tendency.

3.5.1

Causes of secondary events

The on-scene accident sketches and the simulation results were used to
analyze the vehicle motion control problems causing 2nd events in MEAs.
Phase portrait depicting the instantaneous yaw rate, lateral velocity and
tyre side slip angles was as well used to show the vehicle instability in terms
of loosing road grip on either or both axles, see details in Paper A.
Based on the stability criteria with respect to saturated friction at tyres,
together with the vehicle dynamics and path plots, narrative descriptions
on the traffic situation and other reconstructed parameters such as impact
point, impulse angle, traveling distance and rotation between the 1st and
2nd impact etc, three causes of secondary events were identified, namely:
trajectory deviation, moderate instability and severe instability. Individual
case studies showed that kinetic energy, lateral deviation, yaw angle, yaw
rate, front and rear axle side slip angle are closely related to the occurrence
of secondary events. These six variables are also assigned as the benefit
measures, combination of which can be formulated as a common measure,
e.g. “functional years lost”. The common measure is not used in the present
thesis but recommended for a thorough benefit and risk analysis during the
function industrialization process.

3.5.2

Benefits evaluation using example controller

Simulations show that only for the cases where trajectory deviation were the
main cause of 2nd events, it was efficient to avoid or mitigate the secondary
collision by stabilizing the vehicle and subsequently assume that either the
driver or any controller will steer back to the original lane. However for
more severe post impact kinematic conditions (moderate instability and severe instability), yaw rate stabilization strategy hardly helped to reduce
the excessive lateral deviation that leads to the subsequent impacts. In
some cases, the lateral deviation was even increased with either differential
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braking or lock front controls. In addition, it was noted that, as soon as
the post-impact initial yaw rate and side slip go beyond a certain value, to
immediately stabilize yaw rate will essentially make the side slip angle at
global road coordinate worse. Please see Table 5 in Paper A for the details about each representative group of PIC-relevant accidents, regarding
the cause of secondary events, the predicted benefits and the proposals of
control variables.
In brief, through the studies of 17 type cases, the reduction of vehicle
kinetic energy and path lateral deviation were found to be mostly beneficial
for secondary collision mitigation. As discussed above, the real-world accidents covers a wide range of post-impact vehicle kinematics; at different
intervals of such range, the most critical motion control problems and the
corresponding countermeasures can be different. Therefore, in Paper A, a
brief scheme of controller selection was proposed so that different controls
should be activated at different phases during the 1st and 2nd impact. In
order to identify and understand what are these effective controls, the optimal brake sequences for reducing the vehicle path lateral deviation were
explored, see Paper B and Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Accident statistics show, most secondary events in MEAs occurred due to
excessive lateral deviation from the road or lane centre after an initial collision [2]; the secondary event may be a collision with a road-side stationary
object or another moving vehicle at adjacent lanes, or it may be a rollover
event. A previous study on the estimation of potential safety benefits gained
from post impact interventions found that if lateral deviations were to be
reduced, in many cases it is possible to mitigate or completely avoid secondary events [67]. Therefore, the ability to minimize the post impact path
lateral deviation1 can be greatly beneficial to road traffic safety, provided
significant controlled changes in path are feasible.
Prior to the design of a controller that can minimize the lateral deviation during a certain time window after the initial impact, it is worthwhile
to investigate the effectiveness of the on-board actuators by off-line trajectory optimizations. The numerical approaches for trajectory optimization
appear to be diverse; Betts found that a great deal of them have been directed toward solving specific problems; what works well for one problem
may be totally inappropriate for another problem [72]. Ross pointed out:
while not exactly the same, the goal of solving a trajectory optimization
problem is essentially the same as solving an optimal control problem [73].
Trajectory optimization is thus essentially about dynamic optimization of
some performance measure within prescribed constraints and time horizon.
In the following, optimization methods are briefly discussed and the general
and specific optimization problems are formulated concerning different cost
functions; optimal path control strategies are synthesized from the numeri1

Minimizing lateral displacement is not necessarily contradictory to reducing kinetic
energy. After impacts, vehicle yaw rates and tyre side slips are typically large, hence the
magnitude of tyre force vector does not change with its varied angle, see Figure 4.3 below.
In this case, both translational and rotational kinetic energy can be efficiently reduced.
A general optimization problem formulation is discussed in details in Section 4.4.
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cally optimized brake and steer control sequences.

4.1

Optimization methods

Generally, the optimal control sequences with respect to a cost functional (J)
can be obtained via solving the following dynamic optimization problem [74]:
Z
J=

min

x(t),u(t),tf

tf

L (x(t), u(t), p, t) · dt

Φ(x(tf ), p) +

(4.1)

t0

s.t.
0 = e(ẋ(t), x(t), u(t), p, w(t), t), vehicle dynamic equations

(4.2)

0 ≤ c(x(t), u(t), w(t), p, t), path and control variables constraints

(4.3)

0 = s(x(t0 ), p), initial conditions
0 = r(x(tf ), p), final conditions

(4.4)
(4.5)

where x is the states vector, u is the control inputs vector, p is the parameters vector, w is the vector of model uncertainties and disturbances, t0 is
the initial time instant while tf is the final time; the terms Φ and L are
respectively called the final time cost and Lagrangian.
On the topic of dynamic optimization methods, mostly common used
nowadays in engineering practice are: dynamic programming (DP, i.e. principle of optimality) and nonlinear programming (NLP, i.e. nonlinear optimization). There exists a variety of numerical algorithms [75, 76] that are
designed to iteratively solve the sub-problems arising from the ones formulated upon these two methods, especially in the cases where the original
objective functions and constraints are large, nonlinear and complex. This
is exactly the property of a vehicle system that is posed at high accelerations
and velocities after external disturbance. Two classes of direct approaches
to transcribe an optimal control problem to a non-convex constrained NLP
problem are:
Sequential methods Popularly used are direct single or multiple shooting
methods, where the controls are usually approximated by piecewise
polynomials and the system dynamics is integrated throughout the entire time horizon at once or at several intervals; the solution of state
profile in continuous time together with the discretized control profile
are iterated using certain NLP solver, until optimal controls are found.
This method tends to be computationally expensive since accurate integrator and thus long execution time are required. The NLP problem
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is of infinite dimension here so that convergence is not so easy with respect to difficulties in the computation of gradients and Hessian of the
Lagrangian, especially for large and complex dynamic systems. However, it works well with hybrid-event system, and relatively simple to
implement using existing system models and optimization algorithms,
e.g. MATLAB fmincon [77] and ACADO Toolkit [78].
Simultaneous methods Popularly used is direct collocation method, where
both controls and states profiles are discretized. The system differential equation is hence approximated as a set of DAEs which enter the
transcribed NLP problem as constraints; these constraints can be violated during the optimization but must be satisfied at the optimal solution. Since here large-scale sparse dimensional static NLP problems
are solved in one step, it converges faster although requires more memory space in computer. This method generally handles large and complex system well, which is however expected to be as smooth as possible; on the other hand, the optimization problem is not necessarily
convex for achieve the global optimum. While the programming platforms can be various for different optimization software packages using
direction collocation method, e.g. MATLAB-based PROPT [79] and
GPOPS [80], Modelica-based JModelica.org [81] and Fortran-based
DIRCOL [82] etc., their NLP solvers all use most well-known opensource algorithms such as Interior Point OPTimizer (IPOPT) [83] and
Sparse Nonlinear OPTimizer (SNOPT) [84].

4.2

Minimization of path lateral deviation

As stated above, the control target here is to reduce path lateral deviation
after impacts. This post impact path control problem is further illustrated
in Figure 4.1. In the thesis, the present trajectory optimization problem is
solved using both the direct single shooting and direct collocation methods
above, although the formulation of cost functions differ for practical reasons.
As a first attempt to solve the aforementioned large-scale and complex
NLP problem for a vehicle system, it is important to evaluate and understand the influence of active chassis control on vehicle path at a high
level. Hence the direct shooting approach is applied when it is necessary to
overcome the possible discontinuity issues arising from excessive vehicle yaw
motions, e.g. when the vehicle rotates beyond 90 degrees relative to the path
and the longitudinal speed becomes negative. It is also necessary to keep the
ODE system as simple as possible in order to achieve satisfied convergence,
while still to deliver a relevant solution that properly describes the vehi-
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intended path

1st event

it function
with
lateral deviation Y
without function
w

2nd event

Figure 4.1: Illustration of a path optimal control problem that minimizes
the lateral deviation from the intended path. Blue-framed: bullet vehicle,
red-framed: host vehicle.

cle system. Therefore verification is done using more complex and higher
fidelity vehicle model, by comparing the simulated state profiles given the
same control sequences, more details about this verification are discussed
in Paper B and Paper J.
In Paper B, it is assumed that the host vehicle is equipped with hydraulic
brake systems which can apply friction brake control at each wheel. The
individual-wheel brake modes are optimized using a 3-DOF vehicle model
in the MATLAB function f mincon [77], which uses the default NLP algorithm as Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP); this algorithm updates
an estimate of the Hessian of the Lagrangian at each iteration by solving a
quadratic programming subproblem. The objective function for optimization is chosen to be relevant to typical severity secondary events in an MEA
occurring on a straight road. It is based on both the lateral deviation from
the intended path and the time duration of this deviation [17]:
sR
tf
Y 4 · dt
4
0
(4.6)
J=
tf
The 4-norm formulation over a fixed time horizon t ∈ [0, tf ] is smoother
and thus more favourable for better numerical convergence compared to
minimize the non-smooth Ymax directly in f mincon; it also provides a satisfactory approximation to the infinite-norm problem, i.e. to minimizing the
maximum path deviation, see Paper B. Here t0 in Eq.4.1 is assumed as zero,
and a constant is predefined as tf for feasible implementation of the direct
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shooting method mentioned above. The post-impact initial kinematics are
used as the initial conditions s(·), while the control variables are bounded by
the limitations of hydraulic brake systems such as hydraulic pressure, flow
and dead time limits etc., which enter as saturation and rate constraints in
the function c(·) above.
Whereas the formulation in f mincon is found to be rather efficient to
capture the optimal solution given the nonlinearities of vehicle system after impacts, more complex vehicle model and more control variables increase the difficulty of NLP considerably. For instance, the convergence
of f mincon is hardly guaranteed when active front axle steering actuator is added. In this context, the direct collocation method is expected to
overcome this limitation of f mincon. With added steering actuator in a
6-DOF vehicle model, a Modelica-based open source optimization platform
is applied. The platform is called JModelica.org (JM), which features one
particular algorithm based on the collocation of finite elements and relies
on the solver IPOPT for obtaining a solution of the resulting nonlinear programming [81,85]. It proves to be faster in reaching optimum than f mincon
given the same optimization problem; it can handle higher degree of freedom
vehicle model with respect to both state and control variables; it does not
find optimum if hybrid events, even if approximated with continuous functions which are smoother, occur to the vehicle model, e.g. tyre longitudinal
velocity switches sign.
In JModelica.org, apart from the friction brakes power limits, the electric
motor power limits for the Electric Power Assist Steering (EPAS) system is
added as the actuator constraints. Furthermore, the minimum and maximum road-tyre normal forces (to avoid non-physical effects during potential
wheel lift) are directly modeled as inequality constraints, together with the
ones of limited road friction forces at certain tyre normal loads. Regarding
the initial guess selected for the optimizations, the optimal solution is firstly
identified for one PI kinematic condition starting from multiple arbitrary
control inputs sequences; then as a small change is applied to this PI condition, the derived optimal control sequence is used as the initial guess for the
next optimization; this process is continued for subsequent optimizations.
The cost function in JM is formulated as a terminal cost with final time
tf defined at the maximum lateral deviation (Ymax ):
2
J = Ymax
= Y (tf )2 , where Ẏ (tf ) = 0.

(4.7)

This is a typical free-time optimal control problem where tf is not known
beforehand; therefore tf is also specified in the initial guess of the optimization, in addition to the control inputs.
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4.3

Optimal vehicle-level control strategies

The results from numerical optimizations have been able to reveal the interesting mechanisms of how to optimize the vehicle path laterally, at various
post impact kinematic conditions. In general, it is found that no single simpler control mode (e.g. yaw motion control or locked-wheel braking) is optimal in reducing lateral deviations. Instead, within one accident, dynamic
switching between a combination of these modes appears to be necessary.
Taking brake-only actuation as an example, after higher amplitudes of yaw
disturbances, if the yaw rate and side slip angle have the same sign, a locking of all four wheels gives lateral deviation close to being optimal; on the
other hand, if they have the opposite sign, free rolling wheels gives the best
approximation to the optimum. If the vehicle is mildly disturbed in yaw
motion, the yaw moment plays an important role in regulating the dynamics; in fact, the yaw moment control here is different from the classical ESC
interventions in that it applies a yaw moment which does not always oppose
the vehicle rotation, e.g. the yaw moment remains negative for some time
after the yaw rate passes through zero towards being negative. Section 3 in
Paper B provides for the illustrations and more detailed explanations of the
comparisons among single simpler control modes and the optimal strategy
on vehicle force level.

4.3.1

Phase plane analysis

As mentioned above, single actuator control modes comprise certain approximation to the optimal strategy. However, these modes exist at different
phases of the entire post impact control sequence, see Figure 17 in Paper B.
In order to understand how the brake actuation and thus the vehicle-level
dynamic behaviours emerge and to better characterize the general operation
of the optimal controller, attention is turned onto the resultant forces and
moments acting on the vehicle.
We consider a sweep of post-impact initial yaw rates ψ̇PI and side slip
angles βPI . There the phase portraits are populated with several vehiclelevel control modes, and three of them have been identified as dominating
and thus critical for optimal path control, see the list below. Before describing these three strategies, it is important to define three types of forces
and moments which are studied throughout this thesis: global longitudinal
force Fxg , global lateral force Fyg and yaw moment Mz , i.e.
Fxg =

4
X
i=1
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(Fxi · cosψ − Fyi · sinψ)

(4.8)
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Fyg =

4
X

(Fxi · sinψ + Fyi · cosψ)

(4.9)

i=1

Mz =

4
X

(Fxi · di + Fyi · li )

(4.10)

i=1

where g denotes global direction aligned with the intended path, Fxi and
Fyi are respectively the tyre longitudinal and lateral forces in vehicle coordinates, ψ is the yaw angle relative to the intended path; di and li are the
distance vector based on vehicle track width and wheelbase.
Lateral Force Control For severe initial rotations, global lateral force is
maximized at every instant in the direction opposing harmful lateral
deviations, irrespective of the yaw moment. Section 4.3.2 below shows
the analysis of an example case.
Yaw Moment Control For less severe yawing, or after the vehicle rotation has slowed down, yaw moment control becomes important which
has essential trade-off with favourable global lateral force. Section 4.3.3
below shows the analysis of an example case.
Settling Control After the maximum lateral deviation is reached, a settling motion takes place that involves synchronized contribution from
lateral force and yaw moments, which are not on the friction limits
but track a linear reference trajectory in a suitable phase plane.
As shown in Figure 18 and 19 in Paper B, an interesting character of
the phase portrait can be summarized at vehicle force level: for small initial
yaw rates, the initial response is dominated by yaw moment control, and
the vehicle settles with a zero yaw angle. Beyond a certain threshold however, the initial response becomes lateral force controlled, while switching
afterwards to the stabilizing pattern and settling into a reversed vehicle orientation (ψ ≈ 180 ◦ ). As the initial yaw rate increases further the rotation
goes beyond 180 ◦ , tending towards a full 360 ◦ rotation. These qualitative
changes in yaw angle during settling occur suddenly as ψ̇PI smoothly increases, giving a discontinuity in the overall system optimal response; such
different responses result in multiple equilibria which are commonly seen in
nonlinear dynamics, e.g. [86], but here occur because of discrete changes
in preference for the optimal control. The analysis is shown in Section 5.3
of Paper B. This feature was further confirmed by Kim et al., via directly
penalizing both vehicle lateral deviation and heading angle in numerical
optimizations, where multiples of 180◦ heading was considered to be good
for stabilizing a struck vehicle [87].
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The strategies identified above with brake-only controls are found equally
applicable to the configuration with additional steering actuators. This is
not surprising if one notices that the optimal controls are studied via the total vehicle forces and moments which are aggregated by the individual tyre
forces; control authority is enhanced by adding further actuators and the
control performance in terms of Ymax is therefore improved. However, the
inclusion of additional actuators does not affect the underlying mechanism
of applying optimal path control at the vehicle force level. In Paper E, as an
example of exploring the improved cost with added steering control, Ymax is
compared over a set of post-impact yaw rates ([-2.5, 0.5, 2.5] rad/s) at fixed
PI side slip (15 deg), speed (15 m/s) and yaw angle (0 deg assuming shortduration impacts), see Figure 4.2 below. Note that the active front axle
steering actuator is modeled to include realistic power limit of the electric
motor in the EPAS system.
µ0 = 0.9, βP I = 15deg, vP I = 15m/s, ψP I = 0deg, timp = 0 s
4
EPAS+FricBrk

Ymax [m]

3

Fyg Ctrl

Mz Ctrl

FricBrk

Fyg Ctrl
2

1

0

−1
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Figure 4.2: Maximum path lateral deviation with and without EPAS (both
with individual-wheel friction brakes), given different post-impact yaw rates.
Red dots represent the two example cases in Table 1 in Paper E.

It is interesting to note that the added benefits from the steering actuator vary at different PI conditions. At mild negative PI yaw rates, the
maximum lateral deviation is the same with the two actuator configurations;
as further discussed in one example (case 2) in Paper E, this is because for
this type of post impact kinematics, no active steering control is necessary
for achieving minimum Ymax . As the PI yaw rate becomes more negative,
steering becomes increasingly beneficial again. On the other hand, as the
PI yaw rate becomes more positive, the added benefit of EPAS increases
and then declines at large yaw disturbances.
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4.3.2

Lateral force control

This first dominating strategy was found as lateral force control, which
instantaneously selects brakes to achieve the maximum force opposing the
∗
vehicle lateral motion in the road global coordinate, i.e. Fyg
in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3 below shows an example of the analysis of individual tyre
forces and their contributions to the global lateral force Fyg .
4
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Figure 4.3: One example of lateral force control, (a) Optimal path and tyre
force vectors. (Bold blue: optimal tyre force, thin black: tyre velocity,
thin purple: available tyre forces, dashed blue: friction circle). (b) Global
∗
lateral forces. (solid: resultant lateral force Fyg , dash-dot: Fyg
, dashed: tyre
longitudinal force contribution, dotted: tyre lateral force contribution.)

The vehicle in this case was struck behind of CG so that exposed to postimpact states: vPI = 15 m/s, βPI = 15 ◦ , ψ̇PI = −143 ◦ /s. In plot (a), we can
see, for 0 < X < 14 m the tyre forces (solid blue) orient to instantaneously
∗
maximize Fyg . Plot (b) shows Fyg (solid line) tracks Fyg
(dash-dot line) very
accurately; additional information is shown in the dashed and dotted curves,
which respectively indicate the contribution to Fyg from the longitudinal and
lateral forces at the tyres. For this case, the free-rolling mode persists for
0 < X < 8.5 m as all the corrective forces derive from lateral tyre forces.
Other interesting cases and rather close observations on the pattern of tyre
and global forces are presented in Section 4.1 of Paper B.
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4.3.3

Yaw moment control

Another dominating optimal control strategy is described as yaw moment
control, where global lateral force does not achieve its full capacity and yaw
moment plays a more important role. In this situation there appears to be a
dynamic trade-off between Fyg and Mz . This yaw moment control strategy
is able to quickly limit both yaw velocity and side slip angle close to zero
values, something that the lateral force control strategy never does.
To explore utilization and trade-off involving Fyg and Mz , a “cloud plot”
of available forces and moments is presented. The available forces and
moments are shown as a dark “cloud” (scatter plot) in the Fyg - Mz plane
as the individual brake torque inputs are varied; this brute-force method
was presented previously in [88]. Here one example is investigated: the
vehicle experienced a light impact forward of CG that created a milder yaw
disturbance than the case above, ψ̇PI = 57 ◦ /s. The cloud plot, Figure 4.4,
shows this example as a case of yaw moments dominating the character of
the optimal response, but not simply providing a yaw stability function.
The cloud plot also shows another basic feature, at least during the early
and critical stages of the response when Y (t) is increasing: the selected
point is on or near the left boundary of the cloud, whether or not it is the
leftmost point.
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Figure 4.4: One example of yaw moment control, the attainable global lateral force Fyg and yaw moment Mz . The red circle shows the optimal choice.
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4.4

Generalization of cost functions

As stated, the overall aim of PIC function is to attenuate the crash consequences associated with post impact motions, i.e. crash risk and severity are
to be minimized. Although in general this is a very complex multi-objective
optimization problem, it may be formulated as a cost function of the form:
Z tf
f1 · f2 · dt
(4.11)
J1 =
0

where tf is a time horizon for control, e.g. defining the time after which the
risk for secondary event is expected to be largely diminished. This generalizes the cost function J = Ymax considered in earlier research. Function
f1 describes the expected injury and damage, which is typically characterized by the collision part, i.e. collision angle and relative velocity between
two collision partners. Function f2 represents collision probability per unit
time, and it depends on the road layout and the surrounding traffic. Here
the secondary collision risk is formulated as an exponential function of displacements; this is to assume the risk is described as isolines centered at
the initial collision position:
f2 = a · X n + b · Y m

(4.12)

which together define the deviation from the point of initial impact; in this
case a and b indicate the relative risk of moving in X and Y directions; the
exponents n and m describe the built-up pattern of collision risk as either X
increases or Y increases. Note that, the isoline can be comprised of several
parts with varying sets of n and m, for instance, the risk of collision from
the traffic behind can be different to the one from traffic in front of the host
vehicle. In an extreme case where only Y cost is concerned, we can define
f2 = Y 2m where the risk isolines become lines symmetric and parallel to the
X axis; this implies the risk ascends exponentially with increasing lateral
deviation from the initial collision position; this special case is applied in
Paper B.
If one considers that the crash risk does not start to increment until
a certain distance from the collision position, the smallest possible area
of such isoline can be defined as field of safe travel, which is a concept
introduced in [89]. Figure 4.5 shows one scenario where curved road and
oncoming traffic forms the boundary of safe travel area. Apparently the road
geometry, traffic and also the position of host car are changing along time,
therefore the field of safe travel and the risk isolines evolve dynamically as
time goes by.
Note that for passenger vehicles with higher centre of gravity, e.g. SUV,
the lateral accelerations can also enter as an important cost which poses
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Figure 4.5: Field of safe travel predicted by driver or active safety systems
on-board [89].

more danger of roll-over. This risk is related to controlling the lateral acceleration and thus the roll motion; the arbitration with roll-over mitigation
functions is not explicitly considered in the present thesis.

4.4.1

Cost functions for crash risks

Here attention is restricted to collision probabilities, and we assume that
crash severity is a constant. Hence define f1 = 1 and further set m = 2, n =
2. The cost function that accounts for crash risks becomes:
Z
Jrisk =

tf


a · X 2 + b · Y 2 · dt

(4.13)

0

where Ẋ(tf ) = 0, the ratio a/b is from 0 to infinity that it represents a
continuous spectrum to bias relative contributions to crash risk arising in
the X and Y directions. Figure 4.6 below shows the family of optimal paths
with Jrisk defined above; here the post-impact kinematics are the same as
for the impact case discussed in Section 4.3.3. The actuator configuration
is friction brakes plus EPAS. Both velocities Ẋ and Ẏ reach zero at the end
of control sequences. The optimal trajectories are found to be continuous
although not linearly proportional to the ratio of weighting factors in the
cost function.
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Figure 4.6: Optimal paths using cost function J1 , with f1 = 1 and a/b ∈
[0, +∞]. The vehicle reaches full stop at the end of each trajectory.

4.4.2

Cost functions for crash severity

As stated in Chapter 3, the less the kinetic energy at the point of imminent
secondary collision, the less the severity of the MEAs overall. Hence, the
same optimization method is applied to minimize the costs associated with
the kinetic energy Wk . Here for simplicity, only the translational part of
Wk is used to define the intruding speed of two collision partners, e.g. a
moving vehicle with stationary road-side obstacles:
Wk := vx2 + vy2

(4.14)

The cost function is then intended to reduce the host vehicle speed at
certain critical points, e.g. the road boundaries which are assumed to be
the locations of impending collisions. It is assumed that rotational kinetic
energy contributes little to the crash severity, i.e. at the vehicle collision
part, the speed component which is contributed by the rotation is tangential
to the collision force direction. Two variants of cost functions are compared
below and here f2 enters as a constraint instead of a cost. Considering only
f1 in the cost, Eq. 4.11 becomes:
Z
Jseverity =

2

tf

v̇x · dt
0

Z
+

2

tf

v̇y · dt

= vx2 (tf ) + vy2 (tf )

(4.15)

0

where f1 includes two parts concerning kinetic energy at both x and y
directions. Specifically for two different path constraints:
(a) JWk = vx2 (tf ) + vy2 (tf ), where Y (tf ) = 3 m.
(b) JWk = vx2 (tf ) + vy2 (tf ), where Y (tf ) = 2.7 m.

(4.16)
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Figure 4.7: Optimal paths using the cost functions describing kinetic energy
at two types of road boundaries: (a): Y (tf ) = 3 m, (b): Y (tf ) = 2.7 m.
Actuator configuration: brake-only. (Bold blue: optimal tyre force, thin
black: tyre velocity, thin purple: available tyre forces, dashed blue: friction
circle.)

It is interesting to notice the different optimal trajectories arising from
the different road boundary conditions, see Figure 4.7: if the road is relatively wide, it appears wise to firstly minimize the lateral deviation within
the boundary and subsequently to reduce the longitudinal velocity until full
stop; while if the road is narrow, full braking is applied nearly throughout
the whole sequence until the vehicle hits the boundary, except at the very
beginning when tyre side slip is so large that the lateral tyre forces opposing
lateral displacement can reduce kinetic energy as efficiently as brake forces.
Future work remains to further generalize the cost functions for crash
severity which will additionally account for other contributing factors, e.g.
yaw angle and collision partners. The two exemplar cost functions above indicate that two approaches of formulations can be equivalent as the measure
of overall crash consequence: crash risk as cost whereas severity measure as
constraint, as shown by the optimal strategy resulted from variant (a) in
Eq. 4.16; crash severity as cost whereas risk measure as constraint, as shown
by the optimal strategy resulted from variant (b) in Eq. 4.16. This concept
suggests more freedom to simplify cost functions, and thus to significantly
ease the off-line numerical optimizations, as well as the design of on-line
optimal controller.
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The control synthesis, in Chapter 4, is useful for identifying and understanding the optimal control strategy, but there the numerical optimization
of control signals was performed off-line, and is necessarily approximate and
also infeasible for real-time implementation due to the high computational
requirements. While the sub-strategy lateral force control is simple enough
for direct implementation on a vehicle, the yaw moment control which involves trade-off between lateral force and yaw moment is not in a practical
form for real-time application. In this thesis, the closed-loop form of the
controller minimizing the aforementioned cost functionals is developed and
compares favourably with the results of open-loop numerical optimization.

5.1

Optimal path control methods

In the recent decades, numerous studies have been done concerning optimal vehicle path control under different driving circumstances. Nonlinear
Programming (NLP) is popularly applied on-line for driver modelling which
usually involves using information of the reference path ahead of vehicle,
i.e. preview or model predictive control. At each sample time, the NLP
problem can be large and complex that convergence to the global minimum
appears to be either infeasible or lengthy. Hence, both nonlinear model
predictive control (NMPC) theory and linear optimal preview control theory are developed and implemented for this control purpose, based on a
special case of nonlinear optimal control problem: Linear Quadratic (LQ)
optimal control problem [34, 90–92]. The ultimate goal of the linearization
is to achieve a sufficiently accurate optimal solution with reasonable and
feasible computation speed for the real-time closed-loop control. Similar
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to the direct collocation used in off-line numerical optimization, the vehicle
model is firstly discretized so that the LQ programming is in finite dimension (sparse although large). Eq. 5.1 below presents such LQ problem with
the cost functional concerning both tracking accuracy and control effort [93]:
J=

n
X


xT (k)Qx(k) + uT (k)Ru(k)

(5.1)

k=0

where Q and R are respectively the weighting matrices of the control performance measures: tracking accuracy (presented by x) and control effort (presented by u). Given the constant weight matrices (Q and R), the state
feedback of the linear time-invariant optimal control (i.e. n → ∞, conventionally called LQR) can be found by solving the standard algebraic Riccati
equation associated to the system state space model.
For applying the linear optimal preview control theory online, beforehand, the dynamic equilibrium are usually found and stored off-line via
simulations of different manoeuvres. This type of equilibrium is called the
set of “trim states” in [34], around which small perturbations are done in
order to obtain the linearized models for solving the linear optimal preview path control problem on-line. Hence the “trim states” are crucial for
providing the correct linearized models for LQ operation in the closed-loop
control system; otherwise the tracking performance is certainly deteriorated
and vehicle instability may incur, as shown in [34]. This implies that the
predefined path is critical information for applying this method, especially
at limit handling situations. However, as noted before, after an impact the
vehicle can be operating at highly uncertain and extreme dynamics, such
that prediction of an exact optimal path becomes not obvious. Furthermore, unlike the situation where there exists an intended and feasible path,
the optimal choice of preview horizon is less intuitive if the optimal path
and the corresponding time duration is unknown. For instance, if one selects to minimize the maximum of a path measure, e.g. lateral deviation,
a challenge exists with respect to the estimate of the time instant at which
this “maximum” happens, namely tf ; this then increases the difficulty of
selecting suitable amount of preview points, which directly affects the preview gains. In brief, linear preview control appears to be not well applicable
to optimizing the post impact vehicle path.
For applying the NMPC theory online, the nonlinear vehicle model is
often successively linearized along the predefined path, or more specifically,
the state trajectory. The resultant linear models are then used in solving the
finite horizon LQ programming at each sample time. Generally, increasing
the prediction horizon will gain improvements in tracking and reductions
in control magnitude [90]. However, since the locally linearized model is
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used to predict the system response over the optimization horizon, conflict
appears between the desired longer prediction horizon for making best use
of the preview information and the fidelity of the linear model at current
sample time being close to the nonlinear model in future time steps. As
shown in [90], the control effort can become large and oscillatory using
linearized models. Some comparisons of NMPC with the proposed quasilinear optimal path controller are discussed in Section 5.2 below.
It is worth mentioning that given the nonlinear properties of the system, the system stability is checked via simulations concerning model uncertainties, after the control design using either of the two preview control
methods; that is to say the focus here is on optimality while robustness is
not considered at the primary phase of controller design. It is also interesting to note that unstable response was observed if actuator rate limits
are not properly included as the constraints of the formulated optimization
problem [34, 90, 91].
As known, not only direct methods such as NLP discussed above, but
also the indirect method derived from calculus of variations, i.e. Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle can be applied for solving nonlinear optimal control problem. The indirect approach requires to solve the dynamic equations
of states and co-states either analytically or numerically; the ensuing twopoint or multi-point boundary value problems are usually ill-conditioned
and thus difficult to solve. This challenge is nevertheless expected to be
considerably simplified if the tyres are at friction limits and the controls
can be formulated as linear in the system equations. In the following, a
semi-explicit approximation for optimal post impact path control is proposed, based on the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle. The essential details
of the controller and the application to a wide range of post impact kinematics can be found in Paper C, Paper G, Paper D and Paper F.

5.2
5.2.1

Quasi-linear optimal controller
From optimal control theory to path control
problem

The controller aims to limit the path deviation in the road coordinate system; thus for the purpose of controller design, the velocity variables are
transformed from vehicle coordinate into global components: x = [X, Ẋ, Y, Ẏ , ψ, ψ̇]T .
We also transform from actuator inputs u = [Fw1 , Fw2 , Fw3 , Fw4 ]T to the re act
T
act
sultant vehicle body forces and yaw moments: ũ = Fxg
/m, Fyg
/m, Mzact /Izz .
Here act denotes that we consider the active contributions from braking
torques and steering angle inputs relative to their passive values, i.e. rel-
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ative to u = 0. Each braking torque is transformed to the braking force
at the corresponding tyre-ground contact patch Fxwi which determines Fxi
and Fyi via the tyre model [71] and hence ũ is found.
After these transformations, the vehicle dynamical system equations can
now be written as:
ẋ = f0 (x(t)) + B · ũ(t)
(5.2)
y =C ·x


0 0 0
 1 0 0 


 0 0 0 
 , C = [0 0 1 0 0 0].

where: B = 

0
1
0


 0 0 0 
0 0 1
A quasi-linear optimal controller (QLOC) is then developed using nonlinear optimal control theory. The controller is quasi-linear, since it combines the linear co-states dynamics and nonlinear constraints due to tyre
friction limits. Firstly the cost function J is kept to minimize the maximum
lateral deviation from the original path, here for convenience, as a quadratic
function:
1
1
1 2
(5.3)
J = yf2 = Yf2 = Ymax
2
2
2
According to Pontryagin’s minimum principle, [74], minimization of the
cost J requires the scalar Hamiltonian function H to be minimized for each
time instant t ∈ [0, tf ], where tf is the “final” time instant, when Ẏ = 0
and thus Y = Ymax . This is given by:
H(λ(t), x(t), ũ(t)) = λT (t) · f (x(t), ũ(t))

(5.4)

Here λ = [λ1 , ..., λ6 ]T , is the time-varying Lagrange multiplier vector adjoined to the constraints on the state equations; its elements are the costates of the system and reflect the gradient of dynamic cost with respect
to each state. In the absence of constraints, the minimum H is obtained by
solving for u in Eq.5.5:
∗

∂H
=0
(5.5)
∂ ũ
The co-states are determined via the necessary condition Eq.5.6, with
the boundary conditions Eq.5.7 for free-time optimal control problem:

λ̇ = −
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∂H
∂x

T


T
 T
∂f
T ∂f
=− λ ·
=−
λ
∂x
∂x

(5.6)
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λf = λ(tf ) =

∂J
∂x


tf



∂J
∂J
=
, ...,
∂x1
∂x6

T
tf

T

= [0, 0, Yf , 0, 0, 0]

(5.7)

Here, for clarity, we omit functional dependencies for H, λ, x and ũ.
We see that the boundary conditions of λ at time tf are unknown due to
the unknown tf and Yf . The state equations Eq.5.2 and co-state equations
Eq.5.6 together form an extended state-space model: at time t0 = 0, states
x0 are known PI initial states while the co-state vector λ0 is unknown; at
time tf , we only know x4 (tf ) = Ẏ (tf ) = 0. Hence, this optimal control problem is in the form of a two-point boundary value problem (2pt-BVP),
i.e. the ordinary differential equations are required to satisfy boundary
conditions at more than one value of the independent variable [75].
From Eq.5.4:
H = H0 + H1
H0 = λ (t) · f0 (x(t)), H1 = λT (t) · B · ũ(t)
T

(5.8)

Thus, the part of Hamiltonian directly influenced by ũ is H1 :
H1 = λ2 ũ1 + λ4 ũ2 + λ6 ũ3

(5.9)

Since ũ appears linearly in the transformed state equations, ũ disappears
after differentiation in Eq.5.5. This implies that the optimal control is fully
determined by the active force and moment constraints of the system:

min(H) ⇔ min λT (t)ũ(t)
(5.10)
ũ(t)

The linear form of H1 lends itself to a simple geometrical interpretation,
see Figure 5.1. The blue shaded region U represents the bounded set of
act
act
forces and moment (expressed as Fxg
/m, Fyg
/m and Mzact /Izz ) available
as the brake forces at the brake disks Fwi are varied. This representation was
used previously in the analysis of actuator apportionment developed in [88].
In Figure 5.1, surfaces of constant H exist as planes in the 3D control space,
and therefore the minimum value is achieved on the boundary of the ”cloud”
act
of available controls. In the figure, ũ1 = Fxg
/m is suppressed, so the (blue)
act
shaded area is the projection of the 3D cloud onto the Fyg
-Mzact plane,
and the planes of constant H appear as a family of lines. As will be seen,
the cloud is mostly convex, and the point of minimum H is almost always
unique; here the point of tangency is indicated as a (red) dot. This position
depends only on the direction of the normal vector to the planes, i.e. by
the ratios between the three co-states, which further determine the balance
between the global forces and moments. It should be noted: Hamiltonian
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minimization makes full use of the nonlinear tyre forces, and the linearized
equations are only used to compute the co-states ratio; this limited use of
the linearized model is thought to explain the high degree of correlation
to the results seen in the nonlinear open-loop optimizations [71, 94]. The
minimum Hamiltonian is thus achieved by:

4 
act
act
X
Fxgi
Fygi
Mziact
∗
H1 = min
λ2 ·
+ λ4 ·
+ λ6 ·
(5.11)
Fxwi
m
m
I
zz
i=1
10

ũ3 = Mzact /Izz

H1 = λ4 ũ2 + λ6 ũ3

line of H1 =constant

5
act
/m and
Available Fyg
M zact /Izz subjected to
nonlinear tyre friction
limits

0

min(H1 )
−5

−10
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0

2
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act
Fyg
/m

act
/m axis is supFigure 5.1: Hamiltonian Minimization Strategy (ũ1 = Fxg
pressed for clarity). The shaded (blue) area represents the attainable
act
act
Fxg
/m, Fyg
/m and Mzact /Izz subjected to nonlinear tyre force limits. The
small (red) circle shows the optimal choice.

Hence, linearity in the state equations with respect to controls allows
for considerable simplification in determining the optimal global forces and
moments. Furthermore, it permits simplification of the H minimization, so
that it can be cascaded to the individual wheel level (i.e. force allocation to
brake force actuators), provided the difference of load transfer with different
Fxwi is negligible. In this case the Hamiltonian of each wheel H1i may be
assumed to be independent of the applied braking forces at other wheels:
∂H1i
≈ 0, (i 6= j)
∂Fxwj

(5.12)

Hereby, the minimum Hi is achieved via proper choice of braking forces
Fxwi and thus ũ may be found by performing minimization locally at each
individual wheel i:
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∗
H1i



act
act
Fxgi
Fygi
Mziact
= min λ2 ·
+ λ4 ·
+ λ6 ·
,
Fxwi
m
m
Izz
for i = 1, ..., 4.

(5.13)

The resulting optimal choice for Fxwi requires only knowledge of the local
nonlinear tyre force model, based on the instantaneous vertical tyre load.
The validity of the cascading process including the approximation contained
in Eq.5.12, and its influence on the optimality is discussed in Paper C.
Another approximation in the implementation of nonlinear optimal control is the implicit assumption that control constraints are independent of
system states [74]. While individual brake forces at the wheels may be assumed to have fixed limits, the available forces and moments ũ depend on
vehicle slip angle and yaw rate. However, we shall see in the examples below
that, provided PI kinematics are not too extreme, the region of available
forces and moments (as in Figure 5.1) is insensitive to the choice of applied
controls and the optimality conditions remain valid. In the following section, a candidate approach to estimate the co-states is proposed, so that
the complexity of the 2pt-BVP is reduced and real-time implementation is
potentially feasible.

5.2.2

Candidate solutions to the BVP

Here we make use of a simple linear bicycle model [62] to approximate the
solution of co-state differential equation and provide a candidate solution
for the 2pt-BVP above. Firstly the six-state model above is reduced to four
states: x = [Y, Ẏ , ψ, ψ̇]T , and so does the co-states: λ = [λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 ]T .
This is based on the observation that X-dynamics have little effect on the
tyre side slip angles and thus little effect on the forces and moments influencing lateral dynamics. Since the control objective does not depend explicitly
on X, with this assumption the Y and ψ dynamics are fully decoupled from
that of X. At the same
number
 act time the
T of vehicle-level controls ũ is react
duced to two: ũ = Fyg /m, Mz /Izz . Correspondingly the dimensions
of vector λ, matrix B and C are also reduced.
The state-space model in Eq.5.2 is simplified in Eq.5.14 using the bicycle
model:
ẋ = A · x + B · ũ
(5.14)
y =C ·x
where:
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0 1
0
0
 0 pẎ pψ1 pψ̇ 
1
1 
,
A=
 0 0
0
1 
0 pẎ2 pψ2 pψ̇2




0
 1
B=
 0
0


0
0 
,
0 
1

C = [1 0 0 0].

The model is made linear by assuming small yaw angles ψ(t) and constant longitudinal velocity vx , and uses underlying linear tyre characteristics. We assume an average cornering stiffness defined in the range of
sustained tyre side slip angles. The model in Eq.5.14 is subjected to the
above mentioned control constraints on ũ, since friction limits are respected
at each individual wheel. The elements of the A matrix are constant parameters here and depend on the specific vehicle parameters chosen. In
closed-loop real-time implementation, A can then be updated at each time
instant according to the instantaneous vx . See Appendix C of Paper C for
the full form of A matrix. After linearization, the structure of the Hamiltonian is as follows:
H

= λT · (Ax + B ũ)
= λ1 x2 + λ2 (pẎ1 x2 + pψ1 x3 + pψ̇1 x4 ) + λ3 x4 +
+λ4 (pẎ2 x2 + pψ2 x3 + pψ̇2 x4 ) + λ2 ũ1 + λ4 ũ2

(5.15)

It is seen that the part influenced by the control inputs is H1 = λ2 ũ1 + λ4 ũ2 ,
and is reduced from that in Eq.5.9.
It is then straightforward to apply the linearized state matrix A for costate estimation. The co-state equations Eq.5.6 become linear with constant
coefficients, and an explicit form of the solution exists:
λ̇ = −(λT A)T = −AT λ
λ(t) = e−A

T (t−t )
f

· λ(tf )

(5.16)
(5.17)

where λf = λ(tf ) = [Yf , 0, 0, 0]T . The solution depends on two parameters, Yf and tf , but since the optimal control only depends on the co-state
ratios (recall Figure 5.1) this leaves just one unknown parameter, tf to be
determined in order to find the candidate optimal control. In Paper C, the
question of tf estimation is tackled in the closed-loop form of the controller.

5.2.3

Closed-loop controller

A closed-loop form of the QLOC control system is shown in the block diagram, Figure 5.2. The figure summarizes the candidate approach of solving
the 2pt-BVP discussed above. Knowing the vehicle states from measurements and state observers on-board, tf is estimated and fed into the λ calculator.
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Hamiltonian Minimization
& Cascading

Force
Allocation
Vehicle model

Estimation & Adaptation

QLOC

Figure 5.2: Block diagram of the closed-loop controlled system.

In the closed-loop form, the co-states calculation and Hamiltonian minimization are carried out at each time step during the control, and even
though a complete control sequence is evaluated (for tf estimation) it is
only the initial control values that are applied; in this aspect the method
has similarities to the Model Predictive Control (MPC) method mentioned
above; extensive studies about the stability analysis and computational
performance of MPC can be found in [95–98]. It is worth noting some
differences between these two approaches: (a) MPC typically assumes a
prescribed fixed horizon time for control, whereas QLOC estimates and updates this prediction horizon continuously. (b) MPC typically linearizes the
plant dynamic model and calculates the minimum of a quadratic cost function, which may limit the overall accuracy; QLOC linearizes only that part
of the dynamic model which is used for the calculation of co-state ratios,
whereas the full nonlinear tyre forces are used for Hamiltonian minimization. (c) Regarding nonlinear MPC, the computation is demanding and
optimization convergence is hard to guarantee; here, QLOC only executes
plant simulation to estimate a single parameter, tf , but not to compute the
control signals. The fact that QLOC is formulated in continuous time also
appears to be a distinct advantage, as discretization errors can be avoided.
In Paper G, the controller above is further developed for regulating longitudinal and lateral deviations simultaneously; thus for instance both lateral
deviation and terminal speed may be simultaneously controlled. Although
cost in integral form, as J1 with f1 = 1 introduced in the previous chapter,
is favorable for problem definition and smooth numerical optimization, it is
less feasible to provide explicit solution for closed-loop optimal controller design. Rather, similar to the cost function Ymax used above, a simple function
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describing the cost at final time is proposed; this penalizes the final velocities instead of displacements, and turns out to be capable of approximating
results from J1 optimization, and crucially, is also amenable to real-time
solution of the two-point boundary value problem posed by optimal control
theory; see more about the problem formulation in Section II of Paper G.
Hereby, all the six states including the longitudinal dynamics of vehicle
planar motion are considered in the control system and thus the control
T
act
act
input vector is extended back to ũ = Fxg
/m, Fyg
/m, Mzact /Izz . There a
particle motion and linear bicycle model are used to calculate the reference
control inputs uref (t) for a pre-simulation. The vehicle states acquired via
the pre-simulation are the reference states, around which the nonlinear vehicle system equations are linearized. In the same way as before, the linearized
model is only used to compute the co-states ratios that will provide the optimal trade-off between the global forces and moments. Paper G shows that
the extended controller provides satisfactory control performance compared
to the independent open-loop numerical optimization.

5.3

Under-determination in control allocation at tyre friction limits

The comparisons between open-loop numerical optimizations and closedloop optimal controller have shown that different types of vehicle motions
can result in approximately the same value of the prescribed cost function,
see example cases in Paper C, Paper D and Paper G. This can be possibly
explained by the under-determination of optimal vehicle level forces and moments given the predefined costs and constraints. This under-determination
can provide opportunity for enhanced control authority and reduced control
effort via appropriate adjustments to the control allocation. With respect
to control authority, it indicates some freedom to reduce a secondary cost
without compromising the optimum of the primary cost function that is
most important for mitigating the subsequent collisions; with respect to
control effort, different vehicle response requires different actuator control
modes so that the minimum and smoothest control efforts can be applied
to achieve the same optimum. Since the degree of this under-determination
also depends on the availability of vehicle level forces and moments which
are produced by different actuator configurations, the next level of underdetermination, i.e. control allocation from vehicle level to individual wheel
level, is of great interest.
On one hand, just three vehicle response variables are controlled (Fxg ,
Fyg and Mz ) with five actuators (4 individual wheel brakes and 1 front axle
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steer) and therefore some redundancy is to be expected. From this perspective it is possible that many actuator controls can map to the same vehicle
level force and moment. On the other hand, as illustrated in Figure 5.1,
the optimal control sits on the boundary of the domain (cloud) of available
global forces and moments; the reason is expected to be: tyres are usually
at friction limits after external impacts, and each actuator is operating at
own bandwidth and amplitude limit; in that case uniqueness of actuator
controls is more likely. In an attempt to improve understanding of uniqueness, in Paper E, a related question was investigated, namely the sensitivity
of vehicle response to the individual actuator controls. This study used the
optimal control sequences obtained by numerical optimizations, given the
cost function in Eq. 5.18, with two sets of parameters: (1) a = 0, b = 1;
(2) a = 1, b = 1.
Z tf
(a · X 2 + b · Y 2 ) · dt
(5.18)
J1 =
0

where Ẋ(tf ) = 0.
To test the uniqueness and sensitivity to actuator controls, all points
(Fxg (i), Fyg (i), Mz (i)) in the cloud within a small neighborhood of the opti∗
∗
mal choice (red dot in Figure 5.1) (Fxg
, Fyg
, Mz∗ ), are retrieved and the corresponding actuator control values are traced for each point. The method
of cloud construction is useful here: a “brute force” allocation approach was
used, varying the braking forces and steer angles on a discretized grid, and
aggregating to the corresponding vehicle level forces and moments. At this
point, the rate limits of steer and brake actuators are not considered, i.e.
it is assumed that actuation requests can be achieved instantly within the
bounds of minimum and maximum.
The neighborhood is defined by limiting the relative change from optimal
control values:


∗
∗ 2
∗
∗ 2
(Fxg (i) − Fxg
)/Fxg
+ (Fyg (i) − Fyg
)/Fyg
+ ((Mz (i) − Mz∗ )/Mz∗ )2 < Q2
(5.19)
The tolerance Q is constrained to a very low value Q = 2 %.
The alternative steering and braking actuation of cost function (1), i.e.
a = 0, b = 1 in J1 , are shown below in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. It
is seen that quite different actuator modes can provide almost the same
global forces and moments, in which case the mapping between actuator
controls and vehicle level forces and moments is ill-conditioned. Further
studies in Paper E showed that without X dimension in the cost function, a
wide range of actuator modes will lead to relatively more different Fxg than
different Fyg and Mz . This implies that additional constraints might be
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imposed without compromising the post impact path lateral deviation, e.g.
it is possible that vehicle speed can be reduced at mean time, given that
the change of Fxg at current time step will not largely affect the availability
of Fyg and Mz in future time steps.
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Figure 5.3: Steering angles (black dots) which generate global forces and
moments closely adjacent to the optimal choice. Red circle denotes the
optimal choice. a = 0, b = 1 in J1 .
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Figure 5.4: Braking forces (black dots) which generate global forces and
moments closely adjacent to the optimal choice. Red circle denotes the
optimal choice. a = 0, b = 1 in J1 .

On the other hand, when we explicitly add X dimension in the cost
function, e.g. a = 1, b = 1 in J1 , the redundancy of actuators modes is
found to be reduced significantly, see Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. That is to
say, the vehicle response becomes quite sensitive to the individual actuator
controls if Fxg is also specifically requested, together with specified Fyg and
Mz , i.e. the mapping between actuator controls and vehicle level forces
and moments are better-conditioned. It is also interesting to note that
two different vehicle responses can result in the same cost, as shown in
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the Figure 4 in Paper G. As mentioned above, this is due to the underdetermination of vehicle level forces and moments, and it is expected that
if the dimension in the cost function is further increased, e.g. yaw angle
is also penalized, the optimal controls and thus the vehicle motion will be
more unique.
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Figure 5.5: Steering angles (black dots) which generate global forces and
moments closely adjacent to the optimal choice. Red circle denotes the
optimal choice. a = 1, b = 1 in J1 .
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Figure 5.6: Braking forces (black dots) which generate global forces and
moments closely adjacent to the optimal choice. Red circle denotes the
optimal choice. a = 1, b = 1 in J1 .
It is worth noting that ill-conditioning mentioned above is not necessarily
a practical issue, since it may disappear when bandwidth limits imply control actions are fundamentally continuous; one cannot simply jump between
equivalent but widely separated actuator control modes during closed-loop
control. That is to say, ill-conditioning may disappear when actuator limits are imposed; this may be achieved in the optimization, by penalizing
any rapid changes at the actuator level, or simply respecting the actuator
bandwidth limits. To test this, the sensitivity analysis was repeated but
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now imposing rate limits based on actuator bandwidths assumed in the optimization model. In this case it was indeed found that the multiplicity of
available solutions disappears, thereby it shows the bandwidth affects actuator freedom to a large extent, and ill-conditioning is not likely to give any
genuine concern for future implementation of the closed-loop control in real
time.
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Chapter 6
Function Design and
Verification in Experiments
6.1

Function design

The function design of the PIC system is closely related to the identification
of PIC-relevant cars during the accident research presented in Chapter 3.
Based on the knowledge about typical post impact vehicle dynamics and
accident scenarios, the functional structure of the PIC system is proposed
as a discrete state diagram, see Figure 6.1 below. Here the name state refers
to a discrete event in each execution cycle of an algorithm; this is different
to the continuous states usually used in the contexts of dynamical system
modelling. The diagram shows the conditions to activate next state and to
deactivate current state in the PIC function at the different states during a
post impact accident scenario.
To prevent any false function activation due to sensor malfunction, signal noises and other irrelevant disturbance events such as hitting a rock
under vehicle body, correct and timely impact detection and characterization are critical for the satisfactory performance of PIC function. This
requirement is certainly similar to the triggering of airbag systems in the
vehicles nowadays. As known, for one type of passenger vehicle, the airbag
triggering threshold not only depends on the speed change (∆v), but also
the vehicle deceleration, vehicle rotational velocities, impact force magnitude, position and direction etc.; different airbag system manufacturers have
different algorithms to blend these factors for the decision making about
airbag deployment. The general applicable values of the airbag triggering
thresholds can be ∆v ≥ 20 km/h for frontal impacts, and ∆v ≥ 15 km/h
for side or rear impacts. Previous analysis of the GIDAS accident database
has shown that if these thresholds can be lowered to ∆v ≥ 5 km/h, the
number of PIC-relevant cars can be approximately doubled. This indicates
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Figure 6.1: Discrete state diagram of the PIC function. Blue boxes: discrete
states, green circles: conditions for state transitions.

that the number of cars that will eventually gain safety benefits from the
PIC system can be greatly increased as well. It is expected that this lowered ∆v threshold can possibly be measured by the advanced impact force
or acceleration sensors. As known, the brake and steer actuators typically
have some time delays before any torques being applied, hence in order to
save actuation time, the PIC function can be already activated once the
∆v threshold is reached (this state transition is omitted from the structure
shown in Figure 6.1). Unlike the deployment of airbag, the PIC activation
can be canceled during the delay time of the actuators. This possibility
further motivates the selection of lowered ∆v threshold, which was applied
for filtering the accident cases studied in [67]. The real-world impact cases
used in the experiments for function verification all have ∆v larger than
5 km/h, however the impacts are sufficiently light that the airbag system
nowadays would unlikely be triggered.
Once the changes of velocities, e.g ∆v above, exceed the corresponding
thresholds, a PIC-relevant impact event can be suspected. To validate and
characterize the impact, several consecutive samples of the vehicle states
measurements and estimation should be accessed and analyzed, typically
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before the end of the impact. This algorithm can be integrated with the
crash sensors in the airbag ECU. Collision mechanics models based on the
momentum equilibrium are usually used to estimate the impulse characteristics and thus to predict the vehicle states during the impact [49]. These
predicted values of certain vehicle states can be compared to the measurements from gyros and the estimations from observers. The agreement between these two signal sources will then issue a checksum as secured communication message after which the PIC function is activated. However, if
a disagreement is detected, the suspected impact is invalidated so that the
PIC function stays inactive while normal driving continues.
Based on the traffic situation and road layout where the initial impact
occurs, the direction of maximum risk for a secondary collision of the PICrelevant car can be determined in real-time, as discussed in Section 4.4.
In Figure 6.1, the structure is shown for the PIC function proposed in the
previous work where it is critical to minimize the maximum lateral deviation
immediately after the initial impact. The assumption here in the real-world
scenario is that the road is straight and sufficiently wide in order to avoid
the subsequent impact given the Ymax is effectively minimized.
As mentioned before, it is possible that at the point of Ymax , vehicle
dynamical states are still outside the normal operational range of conventional active chassis control systems, and possibly the capability of a normal
driver as well. Thereby, in this situation, the second phase of the controller
(settling control, as shown in Figure 5.2) should be activated so as to help
settle down the vehicle states while tracking a reasonable path profile in the
road coordinates.
The PIC function is considered as a “safety net” which should only be
activated in impact-related emergency situations. Hence, with the vehicle
having recovered to normal motions, the PIC function should be disengaged
and hand the control authority back to the autonomous driving systems
until the vehicle is successfully directed to a safe area, e.g. by the side of
the road. These autonomous functions can include the AEB system together
with an auto-hold electronic parking brake system which will keep the car
stationary within the safe area. It is also possible that the driver stays or
has recovered to normal mental and physical states so that he/she can be
capable of taking full control of the vehicle motion again. This concludes a
complete loop of the activation and deactivation of the PIC function.
At a set of extraordinary conditions, control requests from the PIC function can be aborted for different reasons. As shown by the “Driver overriding” block in Figure 6.1, for instance, if driver has deliberately moved
the right foot from brake pedal to gas pedal and afterwards apply a strong
positive acceleration, it indicates the driver is alert and intended to control
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the vehicle by him/herself. It is also possible that prior to the accomplishment of the prescribed control target, e.g. to reach Ymax , the vehicle may
have already recovered to the normal states so that certain autonomous
driving systems or the driver can take the control of the vehicle directly at
this point. At different discrete states of the post impact vehicle control,
the requirements on the amount and quality of sensors and actuators can
differ, e.g. settling control may not require the road friction and vertical
loads which are estimated from the measured accelerations and velocities.
Hence, if some implausible signals are detected, the control task can be
transitioned to the next state which would work efficiently with the signals
still available.

6.2

Verification methods for driver interaction

As mentioned before, after the impacts which are of high severity, the driver
can be disturbed to an extent that he or she experiences panic and hence
steps out of the control loop. In this situation, without inputs from driver
interaction, vehicle simulation models and autonomous vehicles can be directly used for function verification. On the other hand, as seen from the
results of accident analysis in Chapter 3, a number of PIC-relevant vehicles
were exposed to relatively mild initial impacts that the secondary events
occurred probably due to improper reactions of the drivers. Hence, in order to clarify how drivers react during and after impacts, high-fidelity and
repeatable tests including drivers should be conducted. The challenge here
is, without harming the test driver, to excite and place the test vehicle to
various typical post impact motions. In the following, the capabilities of
several approaches to achieve such excitations are discussed. The methods
are evaluated using a 4-DOF (longitudinal, lateral, yaw and roll) two-track
passenger vehicle model that incorporates collision mechanics in terms of
friction and restitution coefficients. The results provide critical hints to design a verification method which can be applied in the future PIC function
development.

6.2.1

Precision immobilization technique

Precision Immobilization Technique (PIT) is a deliberate manoeuvre that
a pursuing car forces the pursued one to abruptly turn sideways to the
direction of travel, causing the driver to lose control and stop [99]. This is a
method mostly used to end a car chase more safely and thus it appears as
a judicious method for police cars to terminate a hazardous vehicle pursuit
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with the criminals. The Figure 6.2 below shows the procedure of a typical
PIT manoeuvre.

Figure 6.2: A real PIT manoeuvre record [29].
Here this technique was studied via simulations, and several issues were
particularly considered for driver safety and sufficiently low damage to the
PIC test car.
• It is assumed that steel bumper is well covered over the body of host
car at the height of intended collision. The bumper which has relatively high stiffness can prevent noticeable deformation of the test car.
Instead, soft crush zones could be installed to the bullet car. No detailed structural mechanics were directly modeled for accounting the
energy loss, instead a coefficient of restitution was assumed: 0.2.
• The impact positions were mainly chosen at rear end of the host car,
complemented with rather light ones at the far side of the driver.
• According to the injury criteria, during the impact, the maximum
accelerations for rear-end crashes and side crashes were limited to
20 m/s2 and 8 m/s2 respectively. Impact duration was chosen according to an average value for most real accidents: 0.2 s. In order to
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satisfy these limitations, the impulse magnitude was less than 6500 Ns
for rear-end crashes and less than 2500 Ns for side ones.
To assess the destabilization capabilities using PIT manoeuvres, the
host vehicle dynamics was simulated using a set of initial speeds (vx ∈
[5, 40] km/h) and impact angles (θimp ∈ [−90, 90] ◦ ). Figure 6.3 below shows
the attainable region of post impact yaw rates and side slip angles; the axis
for post impact speeds is suppressed for the clarity of the illustration.
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Figure 6.3: The capability region of PIT manoeuvres [70].
It can be seen that most of the scattered dots reside in the 2nd and 4th
quadrants due to the limitations of impact positions and magnitudes mentioned above. This indicates that PIT manoeuvres can generate relatively
high side slips and yaw rates of opposite signs, while very low magnitude
with the same sign can be achieved. Furthermore, the ratio of these two
quantities are constrained around a certain value, as shown in Figure 6.3.

6.2.2

Destabilization using built-in actuators

This method is essentially designed to control the vehicle actuators in an
opposite way to the stability control systems on-board. The three common
built-in actuators are propulsion torque at the driven axles, brake torques
at each wheel and assist steering torque at front axle. In the present study,
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front-axle steer and individual-wheel brake actuators are assumed available
in the test vehicle.
It was found that the traditional test manoeuvres such as sine with dwell
designed for evaluating ESC systems are incapable to generate as similar
and high disturbances as an impact [67]. Inspired by the drifting techniques
used by rally drivers, the destabilization concept is developed: saturate the
lateral grip of rear tyres in a cornering manoeuvre, and abruptly apply hard
braking on rear wheels until the steering angle has returned to zero.
Here different steering and braking ramp-up rates and start-end time
instants were tested on wet and dry road conditions, with various vehicle
entering speeds before the destabilization. Figure 6.4 below shows the capability region of this method. In brief, using the built-in actuators, the
vehicle can be placed at the yaw rate (ψ̇PI ∈ [−100, 100] ◦ /s) and the side
slips (βPI ∈ [−90, 90] ◦ ) which have the opposite signs. It can be seen that
only the amplitude of post impact yaw rate but not the side slip angle is
limited. This pattern is similar to the PIT manoeuvre, while with wider
coverage of the side slip angles and narrower coverage of the yaw rates.
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Figure 6.4: The capability region of built-in actuators [70].
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6.2.3

Kick plate

Kick plate is a hydraulic facility which actively engages various electronic
systems. The plate can generate a “kick” laterally when the vehicle rear
wheels pass over [100]. In front of the kick plate, there is normally a performance surface area which has low friction, so as to test the driver’s ability
of controlling an unstable vehicle. It is also used to demonstrate the latest
automotive safety technology. The Figure 6.6 illustrates the test environment using a kick plate. It proves to have high repeatability and safety
incorporated with the complete test track; while the cost and construction
complexity are found to relatively high as well.

Figure 6.5: Destabilize a car using kick plate (low friction surface designed
after the kick) [101].
The kick force comes from the tyre lateral forces which are certainly
limited by the plate-tyre friction coefficient. Hence the generated lateral
acceleration is limited to approximately 1g. The magnitude of the disturbance is affected by the plate size, plate lateral stroke, and the plate lateral
speed which depends on the stored energy of hydraulic pumps. Based on
the product specification by [101], simulation results show that the limiting
factor is not the pump power but the plate-tyre friction. The possibilities to
increase the plate size especially its depth, as well as lengthening the stroke
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was investigated.
According to the characteristics of the kick plate equipment summarized
above, five set-ups of “kick” were emulated with a set of entering speeds
between 9 m/s and 40 m/s [70]. As expected, kicking the rear tyres on
long-stroke plate generates the highest side slip angle, up to approx. 14 ◦ ;
having two short-stroke plates kicking the front and rear axles respectively in
the opposite direction gives the best yaw disturbance, up to approx. 80 ◦ /s.
Figure 6.6 shows the capability region of kick plate with the aforementioned
five set-ups. The reachable “post-kick” states appear to be rather low,
compared to the PIT manoeuvres and the built-in actuators approaches.
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Figure 6.6: The capability region of kick plate [70].

6.2.4

Motion-based driving simulator

Driving simulator is a quite different candidate compared to the other approaches discussed above. In the simulator environment, the main goal is
not to replay precisely the intended motion but to make the driver believe
that he or she is experiencing this motion. Here, for the verification of post
impact control system, we consider the most critical motion that should be
sensed by the driver is the one immediately after impact. Thus, the accelerations during the impact, which may impose high human injury risk, can be
scaled down. For emulating the post impact motions, the visual and audio
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systems can provide any “velocities” on the graphic interface (screen) and
the corresponding sounds into the driver’s ears. However, these “visualized
velocities” can not be so high that the driver perception mismatches with
the actual cabin motion. This requires a decent collaboration between several sub-systems at different layers of the simulator architecture. Simulator
experts at Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI)
have stated: a typical scaling factor in motion cueing is 0.7 which means
the driver gets a feeling of being moved 1 m if the cabin moves 0.7 m. This
value may be tuned with different ranges of the velocities and accelerations
in various specific driving scenarios.
Figure 6.7 below shows the new simulator constructed at VTI (Göteborg).
It consists of two parts: a XY-table providing large stroke linear motions
in the longitudinal and lateral direction simultaneously and a hexapod providing 6-DOF motion within the stroke capability of the actuators [102].

Figure 6.7: Simulator IV at VTI (Göteborg) [102].
According to the simulator parameters provided by VTI, the motion
cueing on yaw rate is estimated:
an
(6.1)
ψ̇SIM4 = cabin
vtcabin
where ancabin ≈ 6m/s2 is the limit of centripetal acceleration that can be
generated, based on both the power of hydraulic system for the XY-table
and hexapod and the injury criterion for human; vtcabin approximates the
simulated post impact speed.
Figure 6.8 shows the reachable yaw rates at different post impact speeds.
As expected, in the simulator, the attainable region of post impact yaw
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rates shrinks as the speed increases. The reachable side slip angle is within
[−90, 90] ◦ since purely lateral velocity can be generated by the XY-table
alone, although the available time duration is limited by the table’s excursion range (5 m in Y direction).

Figure 6.8: The capability region of the motion-based driving simulator at
VTI (Göteborg) [70].

6.2.5

Summary of verification methods

The Figure 6.9 below shows the coverage capabilities of the four methods
introduced above, in a 3-D space: PI speed, yaw rate and side slip angle.
It was estimated that 60% of the 856 PIC-relevant cars can have the PI
kinematics be reached by PIT manoeuvres, and the corresponding percentages for built-in actuators, kick plate and driving simulator (Simulator IV
in VTI) are 50%, 20% and 40% [70].
Furthermore, 10 impact cases from the 14 chromosome groups identified
via the previous accident analysis (see Paper A and Chapter 3) were evaluated in fine details using these four candidate methods. These example
cases can represent 75% of the 856 cases. The 10 examples here also provide a test matrix in driving experiments with the PIC function. In brief,
it was found that 5 cases can be achieved by PIT manoeuvres, and the corresponding numbers for built-in actuators, kick plate and VTI Simuator IV
are respectively 5, 1 and 2. Nevertheless, the effective capability of the
driving simulator will be higher if the motion cueing and visualization techniques can be properly designed. Regarding the other factors apart from the
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Figure 6.9: The capability region of PIT manoeuvres (green), built-in actuators (blue), kick plate (red) and VTI Simulator IV (yellow), covering
post-impact kinematics of the PIC-relevant cars (grey) [70].
capability, e.g. accuracy, repeatability, driver safety, cost etc., the driving
simulator method was ranked the best for conducting the experiments in a
post impact scenario with driver interaction [70].

6.3

Verification in driving simulator

The function design proposed above was applied to the function verification
experiments in a driving simulator environment. Initially the evaluation
method is developed with the focus to capture different types of disturbances
to the vehicle motions, rather than on the driver visual distraction prior to
an initial impact. It is assumed that driver is not disturbed in any sense until
the impact happens; nevertheless crash noise and accelerations associated
with impacts are well emulated in the simulator environment.
As a first application of the method, a generic Post Impact Braking
(PIB) which is similar to the SCM function ( [20,21,30]) was developed and
evaluated, together with a simple Anti-lock Brake System (ABS); four representative impact scenarios extracted from the GIDAS accident database
were reproduced; the PIB function is evaluated by three types of driving
styles, namely normal, alert-skilled, and passive drivers, assuming either the
ABS is functioning or ABS becomes malfunctioned due to damaged sensors
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after impact. The experiment was conducted in a motion-based car driving
simulator at Chalmers University of Technology and preliminarily verified
in the higher-fidelity driving simulator at the VTI Gothenburg office. For
the verification of PIB, the function is deactivated once any of the following
three conditions is satisfied:
Accelerator pedal overriding The driver overrides the function by pressing the accelerator pedal hard, i.e. 95% of full pedal displacement.
Brake pedal overriding The driver overrides the function by pressing the
brake pedal hard, i.e. 95% of full pedal displacement.
Vehicle recovered to normal states The function is deactivated if the
vehicle speed vx is less than 0.01 m/s over a certain time period, i.e.
for 1.5 s.
As shown in Table III of Paper H, on average, the sequence of normal
driver actions after impacts is: steering, releasing the accelerator pedal
and then braking. At some runs, steering and releasing accelerator pedal
occurred simultaneously. Braking usually occurs much later than the first
two actions. The reaction time of steering is around 0.5 s or less, which
is considered as the reflex delay in the muscles of ordinary humans. It is
understandable that longer time is needed to apply braking than steering,
since the leg muscle has longer delay when moving foot from accelerator to
braking pedal [60]. It was also interesting to note that the subject drivers
all experienced surprise and panic, even after repeated exposures to the
impacts. None of the drivers was aware of the PIB intervention even after
the test. It would be worth measuring the level and pattern of surprise and
panic via certain medical devices attached to the driver, so as to estimate the
fidelity of the experiment in terms of driver reaction. For the alert-skilled
drivers, they react relatively faster by steering compared to the normal
drivers; and they deliberately hold the vehicle speed by not releasing the
accelerator pedal immediately after impact.
The performance of PIB is quantified by comparing certain post impact
states when the function is enabled and disabled. The results in Paper H
show that, PIB helps the drivers to lower the risk and severity of secondary
collisions with respect to reduced longitudinal and lateral displacements and
road leaving speed; whereas it leads to higher risk for possible side collisions
due to increased yaw angle; these influences seem to be more considerable
when no ABS function is available. Passive drivers are found to gain more
benefits than alert-skilled drivers since full-braking degrades the vehicle
steerability and thus the lateral and yaw response.
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In addition, the QLOC algorithm proposed in Chapter 5 was tested in
the Chalmers simulator, and further tests are ongoing in the VTI simulator. Similar to the PIB function above, QLOC is deactivated if any of those
three overriding conditions occurs. Here the actuator configuration using
friction brakes at individual wheel and steer-by-wire at front axle is simulated. After Ymax is reached, PIB (full-braking with ABS) is activated as the
settling control part of the PIC function. In the Chalmers simulator, two
homogeneous groups of normal drivers were exposed to the same impact
scenario, while respectively having QLOC and PIB as the main part of PIC
function prior to Ymax . Preliminary results have shown that QLOC can be
well computed and executed in the real-time test environment. Similar to
the performance observed in the off-line computer simulations, QLOC could
optimally control the Ymax . Compared to the PIB function, QLOC further
reduces the lateral deviation and yaw angle while imposing higher yaw rate
and longitudinal speed at Ymax . The time window for QLOC intervention
is so short that no driver noticed the function during the tests; however
some drivers exhibited confusion on their faces probably due to the loss of
steering torque feedback during the QLOC intervention. The ongoing experiment in the VTI simulator has indicated that the immediate steering
torque application on the steering wheel appears to be much faster than
any driver reaction even if the driver is mentally prepared for the impact
disturbance.
As indicated by the completed experiments, driver braking may have
sufficiently long delay that motivates the autonomous brake intervention by
PIC. However, driver steering could come so fast after the initial impact
that the steer-by-wire configuration certainly deteriorated steering feel and
thus may induce confusion for the driver. It is expected that an EPAS
system should be properly designed in order to provide optimal wheel steer
angle as well as credible and safe torque feedback at the steering wheel. The
topic about steering arbitration between the driver and the PIC function
request is recommended for the future implementation in driving simulator
and real vehicle tests.
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7.1

Conclusions

This research aims to make systematic progress towards solving a real-world
traffic safety problem that has been threatening human lives: multiple-event
accidents (MEAs) where the passenger vehicle is subjected to more than one
event, and the severity of the entire accident is intensified by the subsequent
events. The envisioned solution is to actively control the vehicle motions
after a primary collision in MEAs, as a critical complement to any on-board
injury prevention systems.
To provide a solid foundation in understanding the underlying causes
of secondary collisions in MEAs, accident data were first studied so that
the vehicle directional control problems after impacts were characterized,
in terms of both the vehicle dynamics states and the accident scenarios.
To resolve one dominating symptom of the problem, i.e. excessive path
lateral deviation, the trajectory optimization techniques were adopted to
identify the optimal path control strategy which was found to be distinctive compared to the conventional stability control functions. Thereafter, a
closed-loop quasi-linear optimal path controller was proposed to provide an
approximation to the optimal strategy found in open-loop numerical optimizations. The resultant balanced control between global lateral force and
yaw moment was further allocated to the optimal individual wheel brake
torque and front axle steer angle requests.
In real-world road traffic, the safe area for vehicle travelling can evolve
continuously in time. Hence, an on-line estimation of the direction of maximum crash risk is important in order to effectively avoid or mitigate the
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subsequent events in real-time. In this thesis, a general form of the cost
function was proposed to consider the expected crash risk and severity,
which can be estimated with the sensor signals in the vehicle and infrastructure. An example of this cost formulation was applied in the optimal
path controller which limits both the longitudinal and lateral deviations
from the point of initial impact.
Considering the uncertainties in driver and vehicle states estimation as
well as in environment sensing, it can be demanding to achieve the exact
solution of the optimal vehicle motion control after impacts. Nevertheless,
the work in this thesis has shown that significant improvement in vehicle
traffic safety can be achieved if the optimal control strategy can be realized
using the available actuators on-board. Results from the simulations and the
ongoing experiments in driving simulators suggest that, the safety benefits
gained from optimal tyre force re-distribution can not be underestimated for
the avoidance or mitigation of secondary events in multiple-event accidents.

7.2

Recommendations for future work

The complexity of addressing this collision mitigation problem in a postimpact scenario is not insignificant. The following issues are considered
most critical for improving the design of the proposed post impact control
function, especially from the optimal path control point of view:
Seamless interface with driver A number of driver overriding criteria
were applied in the driving simulator tests for PIC function verification; these were mostly focused on brake torque superimposition. It
is expected that more research can be done to evaluate the humanmachine interface between the function and driver requests. For instance, using the EPAS system, an abrupt steering torque input superimposed onto the steering wheel may possibly injure the driver’s
hands. Hence, it may be necessary to limit the rotational torque
applied to the steering wheel, even if this can degrade the controller
performance. It is also critical to determine the timing and actions associated with returning control back to the driver, especially to avoid
misunderstandings between the vehicle controller and human driver.
Inclusion of the steering actuator may also increase the risk of vehicle
motion overshooting after the point of maximum lateral displacement
being reached, which may impose a more challenging task for the settling phase. It is expected that in future work, the settling controller
should be improved in order to better track a desired profile of vehicle
speeds in road coordinates.
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Verification in experimental vehicles An important contribution to the
further development of PIC function will be to test and validate the
control algorithm, especially the actuators’ capability, through implementation on experimental vehicles. This is in addition to the aim
of verifying driver-machine interaction in a driving simulator; experiments in real vehicles should be able to demonstrate the controller
performance either without a driver in the control loop, or with a
virtual “post impact driver” model deduced from the studies using
driving simulators.
Control arbitration for high CG vehicle For a high CG vehicle, e.g.
SUV and light trucks, the roll and lateral acceleration immediately
after the initial impact can be so large that path control alone may
not be able to mitigate an un-tripped roll-over as the secondary event.
Control arbitration needs to be determined in order to best manage
the brake and steer requests between PIC function and a separate
controller such as Roll Stability Control (RSC) function.
Scenario identification and multi-objective criteria In this thesis, a
general form of real-time crash risk and injury cost function was proposed. One particular topic for future research is in the area of further
evaluation and parameterization of such a cost function. Depending
on the amount of information available about the environment, the
field of safe travel can be sketched so that a hierarchy of targets for
risk reduction can be developed in real-time. For instance, if curved
road boundaries are identified from on-line digital maps, path deviation perpendicular to the road boundary at the predicted maximum
off-tracking point would be avoided as a priority. Or if collision becomes unavoidable, the priority should switch to crash mitigation so
that crash severity is minimized; the optimal strategy depends on
the detail and quality of the scenario identification and the intended
control response should be based on multi-objective criteria.
In the path controller, the displacements were measured at the mass
centre, while the paths of the corner points of the vehicle body are
especially important for assessing collision consequence. These trajectories can be typically wrapped within an envelope which is a curve
tangent to each path at some point, and bounds their combined maximum path deviations [103]. This is a relevant issue because the impending secondary collision can happen to any point of the vehicle as
a rigid body in the road and off-road map. Therefore, the collision
probability can depend on the vehicle yaw angle and also road layout,
apart from the trajectory at CG. It is expected that the yaw angle
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control can become important as a top-level objective for large path
lateral deviation of the mass centre since the vehicle could be exposed
to the on-coming traffic.
Sensors and actuators failures It may be that, during the initial impact, some damage is sustained to cause sensors or actuators to fail.
Provided faults or partial system failures can be identified in real-time,
control adaptation should be feasible. In the case of actuator faults,
the constraints on Hamiltonian minimization should take this into account. In other cases, such as sensors for yaw angle estimation being
lost, it could be that PIC would default to a simpler control strategy,
such as full braking. Similar to the identification of the external scenario, the topic of internal system fault detection, identification and
compensation is worthy of much deeper consideration in the future.
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Nomenclature and Glossary
Roman symbols
Fwi
Fxwi
Fxi
Fxg
Fyi
Fyg
Fzi
Fzg
H
Ixx
Iyy
Izz
J
X
Y
Z

[N]
Brake pad force on wheel i
[N]
Requested brake force, transformed from brake pad force to tyre i
[N]
Longitudinal force on wheel i, in vehicle coordinate
[N]
Aggregated longitudinal force on body, in road coordinate
[N]
Lateral force on wheel i, in vehicle coordinate
[N]
Aggregated lateral force on body, in road coordinate
[N]
Vertical force on wheel i, in vehicle coordinate
[N]
Aggregated vertical force on body, in road coordinate
[-]
Hamiltonian, a scalar function to be minimized
[kg m2 ] Roll moment of inertia
[kg m2 ] Pitch moment of inertia
[kg m2 ] Yaw moment of inertia
[-]
Cost functional of an optimization problem
[m]
Vehicle longitudinal displacement, in road coordinate
[m]
Vehicle lateral displacement, in road coordinate
[m]
Vehicle vertical displacement, in road coordinate

g
m
v
vx
vy

[m/s2 ]
[kg]
[m/s]
[m/s]
[m/s]

Gravitational acceleration
Vehicle mass p
Vehicle speed: vx2 + vy2
Longitudinal velocity, in vehicle coordinate
Lateral velocity, in vehicle coordinate
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Nomenclature and Glossary

Greek symbols
∆v
αi
β
δf
ψ
ψ̇
φ
φ̇
θ
θ̇
µ
λ

[km/h]
[rad]
[rad]
[rad]
[rad]
[rad]
[rad]
[rad]
[rad]
[rad]
[-]
[-]

Speed change during an impact
Tyre side slip angle
Vehicle side slip angle: arctan(vy /|vx |)
Road wheel steer angle at front axle
Vehicle yaw angle
Vehicle yaw rate
Vehicle roll angle
Vehicle roll rate
Vehicle pitch angle
Vehicle pitch rate
Road friction coefficient
Lagrange multiplier vector whose elements are called co-states

Subscripts and superscripts
act
f
g
i
PI
∗
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active contributions from brake torques and steer angle inputs
final, final time defined in optimal control problem
quantities expressed in global road coordinates
1: front left tyre, 2: front right tyre, 3: rear left tyre, 4: rear right tyre
Post-Impact, instant immediate after initial impact
optimal control quantities

Abbreviations
ABS
ABL
ACC
ADAS
AEB
AIS
ASR
BLIS
BVP
CG
DAC
DAEs
DOF
ECU
ESC
EPAS
FOTs
GIDAS
GPS
IC
IDIS
LDW
LKAS
LQ
MEAs
NLP
NMPC
ODEs
PIB
PIC
PISC
RSC
RWS
SEAs
SCM
SUV
TPMS
WHIPS

Anti-lock Brake System
Active Bending Lights
Adaptive Cruise Control
Advanced Driver Assistance System
Autonomous Emergency Braking
Abbreviated Injury Scale
Anti-Slip Regulation
Blind Spot Info System
Boundary Value Problem
Centre of Gravity
Driver Alert Control
Differential Algebraic Equations
Degree of Freedom
Electronic Control Unit
Electronic Stability Control
Electric Power Assist Steering
Field Operational Tests
Germany In-depth Accident Study
Global Positioning System
Inflatable Curtain
Intelligent Driver Information System
Lane Departure Warning
Lane Keep Assist System
Linear Quadratic
Multiple-Event Accidents
Nonlinear Programming
Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
Ordinary Differential Equations
Post Impact Braking
Post Impact Control
Post Impact Stability Control
Roll Stability Control
Rear Wheel Steering
Single-Event Accidents
Secondary Collision Mitigation
Sport Utility Vehicle
Tire Pressure Monitoring System
Whiplash Protection System
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